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» SELECTIVE SERVICE CALLS TWELVE

Chose Congdon
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Whitmarsh Estate in Dark Harbor Given to Town for School

Rotary Club Elected Presi
Induction Set For 23d; All Will Go To dent and Other Officers—
Saw Movies On Sea Food
Army Service Through Fort Williams
Stafford G. Congdon was elected
Knox County will send 11 men
to Army duty on Monday March
23 with their official Induction
taking place at Port Williams ln
Portland the following day.
The draft call is the first since
January, as local enlistments gave
auficlent credit to the county to
cause the call to toe passed by ln
February by State Selective Serv
ice officials.
Those to be inducted are:
Robert Allen Keating. 19, 43
Orove street, Rockland.
Victor Raymond Malmstrom, 24,
23 Orange street, Rockland.
Richard Alton Warreh, 22, Vinal
haven
Walter John Smith, Jr., 22. 20
Grace street, Rockland.
Weston George Dearborn, 22.
P. O. Box 273, Rockland.
Oilbert Charles Laite, 31, 8

Mountain St., Camden.
James Theodore Anderson, 20,
R.FD. Box 31, Thcmaston.
Leverett Austin Robinson, 20,
Vinalhaven.
Neil Somes Jackson, 20, 90 Beech
street, Rockland.
George Kermit Lindahl, 20, 24
Old County Road, Rockland.
Bernard Clinton Kaler, Jr., 20.
36 Pleasant St., Rockland.
Neil Wallace Libby, Jr., 20, Hope.
Keith Douglass Allen, 20. 6 Lin
den Street. Rockland.
Bernard C. Kaler, whose name
appears on this list as being In
ducted is understood to have enlist
ed in the Navy but Selective Serv
ice Board Is still without official
notice to that effect. In either
case he will be credited to Knox
County quota.
Robert Keating
volunteered Jor military service.

TWO TOWN MEETINGS MONDAY
An Increased School
Budget; Washington Session Set For
Monday, School Budget Open

• Rockport

Asks

Rockport voters will gather at
Town Hall Monday at 9 a. m., to
settle matters of town business for
the coming year and elect town of
ficials.
The budget committee recom
mends that a school budget of $43,085.00 be approved. This represents
an increase of $3,971.00 over the
amount approved in March of '52.
A start on payment of the new
school which is to open ln the fall
ls asked with $7351) being due the
National Bank of Commerce In
Portland on the lease agreement
made with the Maine School
Building Authority. There is also
an Item of $875DO in interest.
Also, the budget committee rec
ommends that the sum of $1,750. be
raised to start a sinking fund for
payment of 35. $1,000 bonds due ln
1972.

Also ln the town warrant is an
article for consideration of chang
ing over to the town manager
form of goverment. The budget
committee made no recommenda
tions on this article but have left
it to the citizens in town meeting.
Washington
Up in Washington, the citizens
will gather at the Town House at
10 a m., to oonsider the 42 arti
cles ln the warrant presented by
their selectmen.
One article asks for appoint
ment of a committee to study the
possibilities of a consolidated school
In the community through the
Maine School Building Authority.
School funds are listed for any
specific amount but are left opeo
to discussion from the floor.
Largest recommended appropria
tion Is for $1300 for roads and
bridges.

$5 00 per year

9250 six months

Grass Fires
Several Started Thursday
But Knocked Down With
No Property Damage

Grass fires continue to bedevil
Rockland’s firemen Thursday af
ternoon they were called to extin
guish a grass fire on the property
of William Boothby 204 Rankin
street, believed to have been caused
by a carelessly thrown cigarette.
A grass fire at Owl's Head did
some damage to the property of
Daisy Maddocks and William
Buckminster before It could be ex
tinguished.
Another grass fire at 29 Dunton
avenue threatened the property of
Raymond Barnes before it was ex
tinguished.
A general alarm, followed by ft
second alarm, was rung ln at 5.15
p. m„ Thursday for a grass and
woods fire of undetermined origin
which had started In the heavily
wooded area off West Meadow
Road. Burning over approximately
10 acres, the fire required about an
hours hard work by firemen and
volunteers before lt could be extin
guished.
At the height of the second alarm
the dlaphone on the firehouse
stuck adding to the eery and weird
feeling that any second alarm
causes, particularly to those who
still remember the Bog fire of sev
eral years ago.
Rockville also was the scene of
Photo by Cullen
a grass fire ln the field of Maurice

president of the Rockland Rotary
Club for the ensuing year, at to
day's meeting of the club. Ed
ward R. Ladd was named vice
president. Arnold Bryant, secre
tary and Donald C. Leach, treas
urer. Ernest Keywood and Sam
uel Collins were placed on the
board of directors.
Dana Wallace, shellfish special- j
1st of the Sea and Shore Fisheries
Department, presented motion pic
tures dealing with the chief
hazards which now threaten the !
clam industry of Maine, chiefly '
drills, green crabs, horseshoe crabs
flounders.

Flag Is Furled
Grand Army Has Ceased To
Exist—Special Exercises
By Ruth Mayhew Tent
The regular meeting of the 1
Daughters of Union Veterans will
be held in G.A.R. Hall, Monday at
7.30 p. m. There will be no supper,
but refreshments will be served.
Contributions of sandwiches or
cookies will be welcome.
The
Council will audit the books of the
secretary and treasurer at this
meeting.
Arrangements will be completed
for the supper and program to be
given on April 6 ln observance of
Grand Army Day. This day has anl
especial significance this year, for j
on Feb 14 the Grand Army of the I
Republic ceased to be. The Bible
used by Stanton Post No. 55 (Calif.)
from its formation ln 1883 was
closed, and the Post's American
Flag was furled for the last time.
These mementoes will be sent to
Washington, D. C. to be placed in
the archives of the United States.
The Woman's Relief Corps has j
been trustee of the Bible and Flag
since the death on Jan. 23. of Wil
liam Allen Magee, 106, the last
member of the First Veterans Or
ganization Chartered by the United
States.
"Out of the battle's glare
See all the stars are there
Gleaming like gold
Doubly Its folds are blest
Thousands have gone to rest
Noblest, bravest and best,
Under the Flag.
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The front of the Whitmarsh estate on Islesboro which has bee n given to the community for use as a combination grade and high
sihool. Closed and shuttered the past six years, the bulldlDg will be opened and remodeling starting the latter part of this month. It is now Leonard, which for some time
expected that dedication ceremonies will be held in the summer and t he school opened in September.
threatened several of the neighbor
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TOWN YOUNGSTERS TO STUDY IN ONE OF THE
__

„.

FINEST BUILDINGS IN DARK HARBOR; GIFTS
FROM SUMMER FOLKS TO HELP REMODELING
By Sid Cullen
1 Harbor section
The
youngsters in Islesboroare i nearly a half
going to school ln style come next, main l£’‘antl
the classrooms
September. And. we meanstyle £,ard!r.g &nd

The Rural Church
A Day Devoted To Problems
Of Rural Parishes In Plan
Of Farm and Home Week

ing houses
Thursday morning.
Rockport firemen extinguished that
Are.
son W Smith, chaplain. Industrial
Relations of the Methodist Church
ln the Boston area, as moderator.
Participants will Include Denis
Blais, director, Textile Workers of
Americgi
on organised
lab^. Mrg
york_
Maln#
gtate Qr(Ulge 0Q
__ Mr
Grange. . and
th#
Pinal number
_____________________ on the
Rural chupoh program will be ft
on the stewardship of
church flnance

of the island andto and become known as the WhitOne full day of addresses and
mile in from the marsh Library in honor of the
discussions devoted to the future
“any, °f donor of the school.
of the rural church will be a part
will afford a view
,
.
, ,
.
acrQf8
Several origmal drawings by
the general program
_
. .
of the
^during
for what other town of Islesboro's the
the camden Hills. It ls famous artist of Seven Hundred Fsrm and Hwne Week at the Dnlsize, can send Its children to considered one of the most beautl- Acre Island, Charles Dana Gib versity of Maine Dates for the
school in a mansion worth, at pres- ful locations ln the swank sum- son, are in the house and doubtless week are Monday. March 30 to
Thursday. April 2. Rural Church
ent day prices, better than a half mer colony.
of great value.
Many of the furnishings will be Day Is Tuesday, March 31.
million dollars.
a Christmas Gift
Following the regular morning
Gift Of Summer Resident
While negotiations had been un- removed by the family before re
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
The ma-slve, stone Lillian 6 derway for some months between modeling begins, while others will devotions on Tuesday led by Pres
If I had my life to live again. 1
ident
Frederick
W.
Whittaker,
of
Whitmarsh estate at Dark Harbor town officials and Mrs. Whitmarsh, be left to furnish the school.
would have made a rule to read
the Bangor Theological Seminary, some poetry and listen to some
has been given to the Town of it was the day after Christmas J
Modem Cafeteria
the church program will begin at music at least once a week. The
Islesboro as a sohool for the island when the actual transfer of the
The estate's ample kitchens will
9 a. m„ In Wingate Hall on the loss of these tastes Is a loes Of
children.
I valuable property was made.
I form a basis from which archlcampus. First speaker will be Ralph happiness—Charles Darwin.
Renovatlon will start ln the
The gift of the estate to the town tects will work to establish a hot
L. Williamson, of Ithaca, N. Y. who
LET ME BE A GIVER
25-room mansion the last of this was arranged in great part by Dr. | lunch program such as few city
will speak of the place of the rural Ood, let me be a giver and mot
month which will be completed and Alvin Hanes of New York City schools have ever seen.
church in town and community.
one
dedicated in the late summer
and Carroll Pendleton of Dark
School Layout
Who only takes snd takes un
Williamson will be followed at 10
ceasing} y;
Built ln 1926 at a cost of $225,000 Harbor.
On the ground floor, one end of a. m., by a symposium on local
Knox Is Proud
God. let me give, so that not just
the mansion, which has 25 rooms
A Massive Structure
the massive structure will be de- parish ventures, with Rev. Robert
my own,
and tome 14 baths, is considered
The qOuse ls approximately 160 ' voted to a sub-primary classroom whitehead, of Windham, as leader,
But others’ lives as well, may
This County Stands Second to be one of the show places of feet in length and 54 feet ln width ; and an assembly hall. The two will Ministers taking part ln the symricher be.
the community where Impressive , a( Rg widest point and two floors be separated by Modernfold doors posiurn will be Rev. Carl Geores, Let me give out whatever I may
In Maine In Defense
estates are the rule rather than <jj height. It is constructed en- which can be opened to give a of Leeds, on “After 40 Years, a New
hold
Bond Sales
Ol what material things life may
the exception.
tirely of stone and has a slate meeting hall of some 54 by 24 fee! Church;” Rev. Marcy Whitehead,
be LieatninK
Knox County can well be proud
The place ls known to many of ro0f All ln all. lt appears to have, Ar.d if things get a little crowded, of Phippsburg, on community
me
shelter, food,
of the admirable record lt is mak the older people as the Atterbury and doubtless does, the ability to there is a huge sun porch that can planning ln a coast village; Rev.
Or gold
ing In the sale cf Defense Bonds estate but was acquired many jas{ out the ages through genera- be opened up. All this opens up Kenneth Cook, of Limestone on
If these are, through Thy bounty,
for 1953. At this moment this years ago by Mrs. Whitmarsh who tions o{ jgiand small fry.
on the other side to the central serving an expanding community!
my keeping.
county stands second of all Maine has deeded it to the community
EIeK3nce Is Everywhere
hall of the building to Increase at an air base, and Rev. Bertram Be greater than such fleeting treaftcountles, being exceeded only,
ures. ma\;
.
Net only has She made the gift ; Architectural beauty and mag- the assembly hall size by at least Wentworth of Norway on the guidance of vouth
I, 1 cheerfulness.
*lve my Uith *Dd bope
percentage wise, by Piscataquis, | oj the estate to the town, but sumance of youtn.
nlflcence is everywhere ln the half.
which has barely nosed us out, mer residents of the Island have
The remainder of the forenoon geHef and dreams and joy and
The school office and clinic will
house. Rooms on the ground
23.7% to 22.6 per cent for Knox offered the some $45,000 necessary Iloor are huge, the main room ap- be on the ground floor, together will be devoted to another sympolaughter gay
County.
to convert the dwelling into a; i,r03dmates in gi2e
auditorium with other classrooms and the slum, this time on the new re- ’ Some lonely soul to bless,
—Mary Carolyn Davies.
General Chairman for the coun model school
sources for the community centered
ln Rockland High School. The i cafeteria
ministry, with Rev. Robert White- J
ty is President Joseph W. Robinson
The heating plant will be the dining room equals an ordinary
On the second floor, over the
head as the moderator. Members[
of the First National Bank of gift of Mr. and Mis. Marshall Field
classroom in a modern school ln assembly hall area, will be the will be President Whittaker on I
Rockland and with him are work of Chicago, while the heirs of Mrs.
commercial
department,
housing
size, as do several other rooms.
seminary training, Leonard Sizer,
ing all the banks in the county Maitland Alexander of Sewickley.
Although unused since 1946. there typing rooms, a study and comand many other groups and in Pa., have offered to build and
Additional fleld worker for the Ban«or The°ls Uttle to show Its being closed merclal classrooms.
logical Seminary, and Prof. Eddividuals as the reoord shows equip the school playground.
over the years. A patch of paint classrocms, the library and a |
A Complete
$67,322' ln this brief period. Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop Aldrich has loosened here and there and laboratory will also be on this i mund J. Lebrun, of the University
of Maine, on planning survey* and
Robinson has headed the Defense of New York City are underwrit
floor.
that is all. All of which ls a
Gas Service
Mrs. Carl Kingsbury, rural fleld
Bond Drives most successfully for ing the remodeling and equipping
credit to tho builders.
(Continued on Page Seven)
worker
for
the
Maine
Council
of
a number of years past.
of a science laboratory. Mr. and
Fireplaces Galore
Churches on rural church exten
He expects sales to be stepped Mrs. Clarence Dillon of New York
Even though a new heating sys FARM CREDIT MEETING DUE sion.
up sharply as the bank3 actively City have contributed several thou
Farm Credit
meetings are
Much of the afternoon will be depush the sale of the exceUent new sand dollars toward the general tem ls to be installed, there is al planned for Friday. March 20, in, voted
t0 ,un another 8vmpd#luali
ways
the
chance
that
it
may
fall
Series H 3% Income Bonds.
remodeling fund.
on
the wl.
on a really cold day. However, Knox and Lincoln Counties, sc- thia
Mr and Mrs Charies Leonard of
The law of liberty Is born in the New York City have contributed emergency heating facilities are cording to County Agent Jaeger. 1 der Community - with Rev. Emer.
Although final plans are not yet
breast of every man, and generally the funds which will remodel and on hand and ready as most every
,
.
..
. room ln the huge structure has a set. he suggests circling your cal
knocked out by the reforming fan equip a classroom
as have Mr. and
endar and watching this paper for
atic.
«•
Mrs. Raymond Guest, also of New ‘ fireplace.
final plans.
Housing For Teachers
• This complete gas service te
York.
Still another classroom
Representatives from Farmers
cooking, waler-healing, aad refrig
will be the gift of Mr. and Mrs | Present plans call for the estab- Home Administration, Production
The Dental Office of
1 lishlng of apartments, ln whait Credit Administration,
eration can be installed ia your boose
Goran Holmqulst of New York.
Federal
was the servants' wing of the Land Bank and local banks are ex
quickly and easily. No tanks to buy.
DR. EMERY HOWARD
Overlooks Gilkey's Harbor
no holes to dig, no special wiring.
houae, for teachers who will come pected to be present to discuss va-,
Will Be Closed from
The estate, or should we now sav ,
Pyrofax superior bottled gu eere‘he UIand
sUff,
gTade rious means and ways of farm fi
March 15 to April 15 inc. school, sets high above the shores
ice plus the beat ia gat appUeree
nancing.
32-33 of Qilkey’s Harbor in the Dark school and high school.
can make your housework ante
May Give Added Service
easier. Call us today.
While there are no definite plans
5&LAMPtIGHTERS
for lt at the moment, the new
« TAKE YOUR GUESTS
CLOSED
J school may serve as a town hall
In Rockland
OUT TO DINNER
{ and for pubtc affairs of the town
The Office of Dr. Barbara G. Luce
« as well as the site of the town
SUNDAY
{ offices. There ls ample room, from
20 CHESTNUT STREET
. , Friday, March 20
AT THE
hpwtor BOTTUD OU
{' all appearances.
|
^UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
Will Be Closed From
KNOX
HOTEL
House SUU Furnished
THURSDAY, MARCH 12 thru
THOMASTON
Albert E. MacPhail
The house stands today just as
8 P. M.
3 P. M )
the owners left It in the fall of ,1 Serving (rom 12 Noon to
SUNDAY, MARCH 15 inc.
Sponsored by
445 MAIN ST.
1948 when they returned to the | Suppers from 5.30-7.30
Dr. Donald T. Brown Will Cover Calls
; Rockland Clumber of Commerce {
city for the winter. Priceless Ori
ROCKLAND, B
Monday through Friday
Insofar As Possible.
For the Building Fund.
ental furnishings are still there.
S1-3S]
32-lt
SO-33
An extensive library will be added

ms-,

Celeste Ilolm. lovelv star of stage and screen, ls playing a leading
role this Sprint. In presenting "THE NEW IN SHOES” to the women
ol America. Miss Holm is shown with “The Perfection," one of the
extremely soft, flexible pumps In the new Red Cross Shoe line for spring.
“THE NEW IN SHOES” Ior the coming season Includes many beau
tiful Red Cross Shoe styles In mesh and patent, fashions with the new
touch of white, and with the graceful “Midtown” Heel, the smart, tapered
heel that Is midway between a flat and a medium height. Also featured
this spring ls a complete selection of Cobbles - - modern young flats
and wedgies with new fashion treatments. The new ln Red Cross Shoes
and Lobbies may now be seen at

Quality Shoe Shop

$10 Main Street — Rockland

Thia product haa no connection whatever with The American
National Red Cross

EXTRA
15
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Bendix Bulletin

Years of Washday Freedom

Biggest Bendix Y'ear, 1953

*
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Weather

Forget about It With a Bendix Duomatte
you don’t have to worry about weather
—ever!

Bendix Is Better Automatically

Bendix Shows Washer-Dryer:
Is First Unit to Do Full Job
Only Two Controls Work
New Laundry Appliance

Housewives Revolt
Started Bv Bendix
*/
And First Automati

Bendix Duomatic Hailed As Successor
To Both Automatic Washer and Dryer

The Bendix Duomatic, a revolutionary new home laun
dry appliance that dries as well as washes in one contin
uous automatic operation, is making its debut here today.
It has been hailed as the successor to the Bendix auto
matic washer which was first unveiled 15 years ago.

Blueprints of Crude Machine
Start Engineers on New Idea

The Duomatic Is operated by
two simple timer controls. After
the operator has put in clothes
and soap, set the two timers, th«
unit washes, rinses, damp dri-and fluff dries the eight-pound
load completely automatically.
Only 36 Inches wide, lt will
launder an average mixed load
in Just 68 Inches.
Teaching women in all 48 sta .s
A water temperature selector,
permits the operator to use the the advantages of Bendix auto
Duomatic's 220-volt "Magic Heat matic home laundering is one
"par Jme" Job of Ann Louisa
er” during the washing period.
Olson, national home service di
This will raise water temperature
rector for Bendix Home Appli
[ as much as 25 degrees,
ances and director of the com
i The Duomatic uses the pa pany's home Institute.
tented
Bendix
tumble-action
Her ether "part-time" Job Is
washing method. An optional instruction, research and demon
automatic speed soak period can stration in the use of Bendix elec
precede washing. The wash pe tric refrigerators, ranges snd
riod is followed by three alter home freezers.
nate rinse and spin dry cycles, [
Technically Miss Olson lives In
thr
th’ 3nul11 Bend, Indiana, where BenI*Z e- The ™!
headquarters are but actually
I
her address is "Anywhere, U.S.A.”
moist air leaves the cylinder and for she s 'ends from two to three
goes through a dehumidifier weeks a month travelling. Liter
which cools and dries the air ally she covers thousands of
while washing lint and moisture i
down the drain. The same air ls
continually washed, dried and re
circulated. There is no lint trap
to clean.

A little more than 20 years ago
the first crude blueprints of an
automatic clothes washer were
being presented hopefully to conventioruJ washing machine
manufacturers. One after anoth
er, these firms turned down the
plans for a new type of appliance.
Some could not hide their amuse
ment.
A combination washer-dryer
Finally, executives of a hy automatically means mothers
draulic brake company saw the have more time for their babies.
plans and were able to envision Ann Louise Olson. Director of
the future of such an appliance. the Bendix Home Institute, points
In 1935 they financed additional this out and explains that withj
research and some development this automatic unit, a young
By 1937, the first automatic mother need not hover around
washer model was ready for the constantly while the laundry Is
consumer, and a new company, being done. Instead, she merely
Bendix Home Appliances, Inc., turns a dial or two and Is free to
founded the preceding year, be devote more time to the child.
"Every mother wants to clothe
gan building the automatic unit
her baby in soft, fluffier shirtles,
at South Bend, Indiana.
From that tiny beginning, Ben nighties and diapers,” Miss Olson
dix Home Appliances started a[ says, "And drying these items
revolution that jolted the com in the Bendix Duomatic means
placency of previously amused they will be softer and fluffier
competitors. Today, 15 years than when dried on a line or dried
later, automatic v osiers outsell commercially. Dryer-dried clothes
look better, feel better and last
conventional machines.
longer.
An Industry whose product had
She also explains that automa
not changed since 1900, became[ tic home laundries save money
highly competitive in 1937 and i
This photomontage shows how the Duomatic takes approxi
NEW BENDIX COMBINATION WASHER-DRYER SAVES
because fewer washables are
Laundrv in Bath
1938, abundant with new work- needed. This ls an important
mately one half the space occupied by the Brodix tumble-action
SPACE—The new Bendix Duomatic combination washer-dryer,
saving developments which had[ point with infants who outgrow
washer and automatic dryer. The Duomatic uses six and a half
which drys as well as washes automatically ln one continu
so much appeal to housewives.
square feet of floor space compared to 12‘s for the two indi Is Natural V ith
And the fledgling Bendix led the sv
q
- ’ With a
vidual units.
ous operation, means extra space saved for the modern home.
washer-dryer, a mother can laun
New Appliance
field.
der the child's clothing quickly,
When World War II started. within two hours.
Odd as it may sound to man”,
Bendix Home Appliances, Inc.,
Miss Olson also points out that
tho Erodix Duomatic makes it
switched to war work but Bendix when a baby needs clean clothes,
possible for the laundry to be
was more than ready for the the child cannot wait for good
placed in or near Its most natural
switch back to peacetime produc drying weather. Thus, the mother
location—the bathroom.
tion and was on the market with a Duomatic can always have
The combination washer-dryer,
months before its competitors. a fresh change for her baby.
One of the biggest difficulties
being only 36 inches wide, fits
There were units in every dealers’
conveniently into bathroom in
homemakers have week after
store 30 days after VJ Day.
Builder Adds Unit •
two-story houses. And ln a twoweek in doing laundry ls a suf
Right alter the war, the com
story home, up to 90 per cent ol
pany made agreements with sev At No Extra Cost
ficient supply’ of hot water.
the average family’s laundry
Models
Tested
used
a
completely
now
drying
1
k?t
the
Duomatic.
eral firms to manufacture Bendix
One of the nation’s betterAnn Louise Oison, Director of
principle in which heated sit I Then came the device that originates on the second floor.
washers. Production at South known home builders believes he the Bendix Home Institute,
In South Bend
was forced through thr clothes filled completely Sayre's original The Duomatic actually can be
Bend was abandoned.
lean include a combination wash- points out that all homemakers
used as a clalhes hamper, a storEver Since 193c
into a condensing system for The dryer snd Ironer were! er-dryer in new homes without have heard the adage “the hot
objective of 15 years before—thc'.age space for soiled clothing and
added to tha line ln 1946 and adding to the price of the home. ter the water, the cleaner the Back ln 1937, an amazed house cooling and so the lint and m-s
ogic Heater. This 110-volt rod towels until the homemaker
1947.
Andrew Place of Place & Com clothes.” Tests by a leading uni wife watching the first B°ndix ture could be washed out of thei
,e,l immersion unit installed in turn-,wishes to do her laundry.
The Economat, a fully automa pany, South Bend, Indiana, says versity prove that clothes wash- automatic washer take the work unit. The cycle was rep?
ble aC’on washers to raise water I
tic washer with a flexible tub and he believes he can buy the newjed in 145-degree water for three out of washday, couldn't help constantly with the same air be temperatures during washing or S5'\" FADES FABRICS
ing
used
again
and
again.
vacuum drying, priced to com Bendix Duomatic at 5499.95, in-, minutes are far cleaner and the.
hopefully’, "it would be
Naturally, the engineers were ■to compensate for heat lost as Repeated comparison tests with
home as part* of ■ hotter water had destroyed liv- | perfect if it could dry the clothes,
pete with conventional washers elude lt ln the *"
moved from the heating sun dried and mechanically dried
pleased with their first working | water
the sale package wthout raising j ing micro-organisms and bac-| too.”
was Introduced ln June, 1949.
tank to the washer.
I fabrics prove the sun’s rays
model, but conferences among
Bendix built and equipped a the price of the home. He ex teria.
That statement was mere pro
Since the Duomatic already [shorten the life of brightco’ored
completely modern plant at plains he can do this hy putting
“In other words, clothes wash phetic than she knew because engineering and sales executives
Clyde, Ohio, In 1949, and concen to other uses the space the Duo ed in 145-degree water were sani even before that Bendix in anl the Institute home econo was using 220 volts for drying, clothing. In addition, mechanicmists brought out new ideas for,|its heater, could have ,the added [ally dried garments and towels
trated sll Its production there. matic saves.
tized,” Miss Olson adds.
ventors, engineers and Judson S. more useful Improvements. Bv I Pr’"er and greater efficiency So [look better, feel better and las^
Sayre, top sales executive and
1948, these had been Included in iwhen Bendix began tooling and [longer
[calling in suppliers in 1932, the[
later president, had the same a new washer-dryer model.
j Sayre-to-Oliver note of 1936 was a CONDITIONED AIR
idea. In fact, Sayre wrote a
So test models were built se reality. The ultimate objective of Thc air used in drying clothes
note about it in 1936 to Wallace F.
Oliver, long-time director of en- cretly and installed by night In a unit that would heat the water, in the new Bendix combination
BENDIX DUOMATIC — The
' gineering for Bendix and the man South Berd homes. Homemakers [soak, wash, rinse and dry the washer-dryer is actually air con
who took crude inventors’ blue- using them signed pledges to clothes had L.cn reached ln the ditioned. The same air is used
new Bendix Duomatic drys as
compietely automatic again and again being washed,
prints and ceaselessly worked keep the secret and to maintain
well as washes In one con
detailed records which were s u- home appliance sinc# the first heated, forced through the clothes
until
he
came
up
with
the
first
tinuous automatic operation.
^sher.
automatic w’asher. Sayre’s note died intently week by week. Sales
and washed again.
Yet lt uses only two simple con
executives interviewed the wom-|
said in part:
en,
learning
their
reactions,
likes
[
trols and • water temperature
“We cannot stop wdth a machine
and dislikes.
selector. An average mixed
that merely washes automatical
Pleased with these reports, |
load can be washed and dryed
ly. We must design and buiid a
in Just 68 minutes. Both in
complete laundry unit that will Bendix officials nevertheless were
washing and drying, the Duo
heat the water, soak, wash, rinse not satisfied and they determined
matic employs tumbling action
and dry the clothes. That is our to make the combination even
better. They decided it was more
In a horizontal cylinder that re
ultimate objective.”
important to Improve the unit
volves inside a tub. The cylin
Single Goal Set
before first models reached
der revolves at the rate of 50
From then on, a complete home American homes than afterwards.
revolutions per minute in wash
laundry ln one unit was the Ben They noted that many of the
ing and drying and uses two ad
dix goal. Every washer and dryer testing wives reported they would
ditional speeds in spin-drying,
model produced by the firm was like a larger capacity.
250 and 500 r. p. m.'s. In dry
designed and constructed with the
ing the Duomatic uses a new
Seemed Answer
ultimate thought of putting each
principle—cooling the wanned
Early In 1949, a new combinanew feature into the single unit.
air used in drying by forcing
„
,
.... tion, with improvements, was
Bendix was in a particularly i bujlt Completely restyled ln ap
it through a water-cooled con
strong position to develop such a pearance, it soaked, washed
densing system that washes
washer-dryer. It owned the basic rin8eiJ
d ed an eigh-.^u^
heat lint and moisture down
automatic washer patent-the, ,oad of Sundry automatically. It
the drain. The air then Is used
tumble-action principle. And all ! seemed.............
again and there is no lint trap
like the
answer.
automatic dryers also used this [ For the first time, the ur.it was
to clean. Thia keyed cutaway
principle.
To
be
successful,
a
diagram shows some of the es
given a name, "Bendix Duomatic
combination unit had to use It. | ^ashei-BT^-r’.”
sential operating parts of the
too.
It
was
as
simple
as
that.
Duomatic. A—washer timer
By mid-1950, the revised Duo
[ On May 1, 1946, Sayre sent a matic was ready for field test
control, B—water temperature
note to Oliver:
selector, C—dryer timer con
ing. It was a sleek, smooth-work
trol, D—drying system high
[ "The Engineering Department ing appliance that eliminated the
velocity blower, E—cooled air
should start work immediately tiresome home laundry chores
is heated as it passes over this
'on a combination washer-dryer. that nad plagued homemakers
220-volt heating coil and then
(The unit must be practical, effi since the beginning of time. Only
lt moves Into drying cylinder,
[ cient and economical. In per- 39 inches tall, it fit into practicalF—220-volt Magic Heater, be
I formance it must equal or surpass' ly any room in the homeneath the water level between
our present models both in wash- kitchen, utility room, special
tub and cylinder, makes wash
ing and drying.”
laundry or bath. It was prac
water hotter, works only during
Used Same Air
tical, labor saving and efficient
the washing cycle, G—heated
NEW APPLIANCE DRIES AND WASHES—Taking but 6%
i It was not until late January, Once more test models were
square feet of playroom space, this new combination washerair, laden with lint and mois
1947, that the first hand-made'build and placed secretly ln
dryer is a complete automatic laundry in one appliance. The
ture, enters dehumldffying sys cold water running down cham off valves, L—water mixing model enclosed in a cabinet was[ homes. Again detailed reports
Bendix Duomatic dries as well as washes in one continuous
tem, H—drain pump, I—drain ber's sides pulls heat, lint and valve, which sends hot water ready for testing.
It soaked,[were studied. These w’ere so automatic
operation. It is operated by two simple timer con
outlet, connected with home's moisture from air and washes into unit for washing, prepares washed, rinsed and tlryed a six-‘favorable tooling and production
trols and a water temperature selector switch. Conveniently It
drain system, J—dehumidifying them out the drain, K-con-. lukpwarm mytture lor soaking pound load of clothes automa-lcast* were prepared. By 1931,
is equally attractive in the ylayison;, utility, room er Lundiy,
or cofkfenslng charter in whl® venlentiy located *w5tW ’shut or rinsing.
Ucaiiy in about two hours, ltiieutSx again was ready.'to rhar- . kitohen or baUuoou.
~

Now Mother
To Have More
Time ior Baby\

Hot Water Seen
Wash Problem
In Many Homes

Here’s How The Duomatic Works!

Bendix Girl’r
Job Takes ir
Full Nation

I

V

Engineers Work 16 fears to Develop
First Combination Washer-Dryer Unit;
Duomatic Set As Coal Back in 1937

ANN LOUISE OI.SON
miles each week and consider*
herself lucky if she gets to South
Bend for the week end.
Her laundry chores take her
everywhere for demonstration*—
from New York’s largest depart
ment stores to tiny appliance
shops in small country towns. Al
most every week she does two or
three times more laundry than
the average mother of 10 chil
dren. (In addition, many weeks
she will prepare more food than
that mother, tool.
In between, she instruct* col
lege and high school home econ
omics teachers, women’* clubs,
appliance dealers and salesmen
in how to wash, dry and iron
clothes automatically. She not
only has to be an expert on Ben
dix but she must be able to rattle
off the good and bad feature* of
every competitive washer, dryer
and ironer on the market
Much of her work keeps her In
constant touch with the newspa
per, magazine, radio and televi
sion women, Informing them of
new trends, development* snd
new home problems she has dis
covered in the hinterland*.
Miss Olson’s laundry task alone
is staggering but to it must be
added at least as much in the kit
chen aDoliance field.
•

Exclusive
Northern New England
Distributors
NELSON &
SMALL, Inc.
PORTLAND and

-

ORONO, MAINE

SOLD BY
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any particular meaning to them.
Reading, on the other hand, gives
Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON
the teacher an opportunity to in
crease the childs knowledge of
[EDITORIAL]
things, both those surrounding him
and those which he would not Lincoln Baptist Group Will Be Guests Of
WE RE ALL SET FOR A “HELIPORT”
encounter under ordinary' circum
Cities the size of Rockland will probably never be blessed,
the Thomaston Baptist Church—
stances.
or cursed, with a truly large airport due to the enormous
Not entirely satisfied with the
costs involved and the existence of many huge airports
"Golgotha" To Be Shown
knowledge gained at Farmington
ready built in nearby communities. However, a whole new
and by his practical experience,
type of popular plane is coming into general use with amaz
Randall entered Bowdoln College,
ing strides that seems destined to take much cf the advantage
The Lincoln Baptist Association the Crucifixion—and then His last
away fro® the "big airport’’ towns.
graduating in 1900 with an A. B
Youth
Fellowship will meet with message to His disciples after the
He
considers
his
period
of
study
at
Reference is had to the time "Heliports" replace the con
Bowdoin as most fruitful. It was the young people of the Thomaston resurrection. Filmed In France,
ventional airports and vertical flying comes into its own.
his privilege to be there under the Baptist Church, Monday, March 16, with background music by the fa
The helicopter is already coming into general use and its
administration of President Hyde, at 7.30 p. m. This meeting prom mous Jacques Ibert, English dia
price is ranging downward so as to permit use by the middle
according to Randall a most capable ises to be one of the very best logue has been added in place of
class citizen. The helicopter can proceed horizontally to be
educator, who was responsible for youth meetings of the entire year. the original French. It is an ex
sure, but its great advantage is in its ability to float down
bringing the Bowdoin curriculum It is the only meeting scheduled cellent production and very true to
at the very door of factory, office or home, eliminating the
up-to-date, dropping some of the during Lent and the motion picture the Scriptures.
necessity for the long and expensive runways necessary for
All Baptist Youth of the Lincoln
the average plane.
classics in exchange for subjects of film ’’Golgotha’’ will be shown.
"Golgotha’’ tells with reverance, Baptist Association are urged to at
greater use to those living.
A new Sikorsky helicopter is in production which is 42
power and beauty the inspiring tend and all other young people
feet long and has a 53 foot rotor, carrying seven passengers
After Bowdoin our friend taught
story of the last days on Earth of are most cordially invited for thia
The development marks the beginning of a whole new era
in Concord, N H„ and in some of
Henry H. Randall
Jesus of Nazareth. His triumphal most helpful presentation. Un
for air taxi flying.
the Grammar schools in Boston’s
The retired mailman takes a toughest neighborhoods. In addition entry into Jerusalem, the driving doubtedly this will be one of the
long daily walk, so they say; the - to being a schoolmaster he also had of the merchants from the Temple, few opportunities of this Lenten
ECONOMY IS TWICE BLEST
the fears and the plots of the San Season to view this film in the
retired skipper of the big trans- to be an athlete, sometimes in selfMore and more American Industry is following a policy
hedrin, the betrayal by Judas Is Knox County area which deals so
Atlantic liners whittles models of defense. To keep some of his pupils cariot. the Last Supper. His final
of enlightened self interest. In plain English, lt is following
marvelously with the Last Days of
a policy of benefiting the customer as the surest way of bring
ships he sailed. What does a re off the street and to give them hours in the Garden of Geth- Jesus Christ on Earth.
a
chance
to
pop
off
surplus
steam
ing the greatest return to Itself
semane, the trials before the high
tired superintendent of schools do?
There will be special music for
he encouraged baseball playing, be
A practical example which affects practically every fam
priests and before Pilate and service and last but not least there
He sits in the bay window of his
ing
a
member
of
his
school
teams,
ily in the land is found in the effort of oil companies to pro
Herod, the scourging by the Roman will be refreshments served by the
house, at 81 Summer street, in
i In 1900 he taught for a year at
mote practices that increase gasoline mileage of automobiles.
soldiers, the march to Calvary, and host church.
Rockland, and watches the comings
Waldoboro. While there he was
Raising the average mileage for passenger cars just one mile
and goings at a couple of schools
elected as superintendent of Rock
per gallon would mean a saving of 1,800,000,000 gallons of
just across the street, McLain
Ervin. A wedding cake was pre
land schools He was never a canST. GEORGE
gasoline per year or around $375,000,000 based on the average
Grammar and Rockland High.
sented to the young couple at this
; didate for the position and Just
price and source stations. The contests run by many of the
Miss Nancy Polky had an opera
We are speaking of Henry H
time, made by Mrs. Ervin.
who
recommended
him
was
never
oil companies encourage efficient use of gasoline by showing
tion on her hand Tuesday.
Randall who does Just that. At
Music for the occasion was fur
I known to him. He accepted with
proper car care, careful driving, etc. It proves economical
The
legislative
meeting
on
the
the age of 83 he is not so spry as
nished by Arthur Crockett of Cam
alacrity
since
the
pay
was
a
muni

driving is safe driving, stimulates interest in cars of better
seceding of a portion of St. George
he used to be, that is physically,
ficent $1,000 per year. As star- to South Thomaston will be held in den. Earl Reynolds, Harold Black
mileage capability and proves high compression engines de
but mentally he is as keen as ever
boarder at the Thorndike Hotel he Augusta next week. Those inter and Joe Glaude, Jr. of Waldoboro.
liver better mileage.
j and has never lost his interest in
Those present were: Mr. and
paid $ 7 a week for board and room. ested should be there.
This is the American way.
] matters scholastic.
Mrs Harold Black, parenWof the
He recollects that there were many
Robert
and
Jimmy
Skogluad
I
Mr. Randall hails from Freeman,
groom, Harold Black, Jr„ Mr. and
families who chose to live at the have the measles.
Maine, where he was born in 1869.
A MAN OF UNEXPECTED STRENGTH
Mrs. Russell Reynolds, Mr. and
Thorndike since it was cheaper than
Mrs. John Kinney attended the
; He graduated from Farmington
President Eisenhower continues to confound his detrac
Mrs Edwin Robinson and daugh
I to keep house.
Tuesday
night
meeting
of
the
State Normal School in 1890. At
tors. Great fears were early voiced concerning his political
ter Phyllis, Mrs. Perley Black and
Without requesting it, his pay Rockland Junior Women’s Club.
that time there were no degrees
Inexperience, yet he has substituted sound common sense for
daughters Marion and Eleanor,
was gradually raised to $3000 hut
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Black
left
granted
by
that
institute
of
learn

political astuteness and lias certainly held his own with all
in 1905 Auburn called him at Thursday, to motor to Indianapolis. Mrs. Waiter Black. Mr. and Mrs.
ing but all graduates were advised
comers.
,<3400 and he could not resist. He Indiana, where they will make Berton Ervin and children, Robert,
to go out to. a country school and
A lot of ’’insiders'’ worried needlessly over the way the
remained there for 17 years, later their home. William who has re Linda and Debbie, Mr. and Mrs.
gain experience. This is just what
...
president would fare at the hands of the hardboiled gentle
Ralph Thompson and children,
cently received his army discharge
our friend did and to this day he p
__ ,
a.
men of the press—whether he would hold these press con
vice in Portland which he continued has employment there with the Ralph. Jr and Geraldine, Mr. and
expresses
his
sorrow
for
the
poor.
ferences with reasonable frequency, whether he would
until the depression of the Twenties Telephone and Telegraph Com Mrs. Arthur Crockett and children,
helpless country kids who had to
permit questioning or give the reporters any news.
Arthur. Jr. and Marilyn Mr. and
wiped out his business.
pany.
put up with a constant succession
According to the customary conception a press conference
Mrs. Earl Reynolds, Mr. and Mrs.
His years at Auburn were those
Oscar
Burton
of
Thomaston
has
of
inexperienced
teachers.
Randall
is a "conferring or consulting together.” This is exactly
making the greatest impression on been doing carpentry work at the Joseph Claude and daughter
began his career in Sherman, Aroos
what the Eisenhower press conferences are "not.’’ The
him for he would return to them, home of Joseph Robinson, Jr., the Sheila.
took County, and he had about 40
Eisenhower pattern has emerged and met with enthusiastic
past two weeks.
i pupils whose studies covered from time and again.
approval of the early doubting newsmen.
The man who boasts of the won
Of course we were primarily inter
Fred Robinson is doing carpentry
beginners grade to include Ninth
President Eisenhower greets the newsmen smiling, re
ders he is going to work never
ested in his reminiscenses of Rock work at the Valmore Hilt place.
Grade. He recollects how fortunate
laxed, without wisecracks or signs of temperament. Instead
amounts to much as a worker.
land. Apparently there were not j
Mrs. Louise Ervin presented a
he felt himself to be when he dis
he plunges immediately into his feature story for the week '
too many and most of those lost Sunshine Box. with articles con
covered one of his older pupils in the shuffle of other, later and !
In this age of high finance and
and discusses lt frankly and takes up other matters. His
tributed by neighbors, to Mrs. need for higher education, many a
wanted to prepare herself to become
answers are straightforward and in no way evasive, yet not
more important events.
Ardelle Hazelton Saturday in ' father has to buckle down and
a teacher and he was able to turn
for one minute loquacious. With characteristic frankness he
To come back to Rockland; he
honor of her birthday. Mrs. Hazel start working his son’s way through
his
five
beginners
over
to
her.
By
has made it a point in his new job to avoid any reference
had about 1500 students, distributed
ton also received a lovely birth college.
giving these beginners concentrated
to his long military background, yet in the character of the
among one high school and five
day cake made by Marion Barnes
instructions prior to morning recess
successful leader according to the book he courteously as
or six grade schools. There was
and over 50 cards.
she had them up to the standard
sumes the press conference initiative and retains it. It is
$1.00—STAMP COLLECTORS’
no kindergarten and grammar
j of completed first grade work within
Miss Ruth Hazelton, of Belmont,
clear he enjoys the weekly fellowship and meetings of keen
SPECIAL—$1.00
school ran for nine years, with four
Mass., was home for the weekend. ' 130 Different Used U. 8. Stamps
! a period of 14 weeks.
minds in these weekly gatherings.
years high. Considering today's
Miss Leola Robinson called on ! including 30 commemorative*, presi
There was one thing Mr. Randall
standard, schools of fifty years ago
dential!!. Complete thru $1.00, older
emphasized in his conversation with
Mrs Ardelle Hazelton Saturday.
issues, roils, airmails, etc.
Mrs.
were more business like, concentrat
TREND HAS REVERSED ITSELF
the writer. He believes that to give
Hall. Box 124, Cape Cottage. Maine.
Black's Honored
ing on three R's. Three was some
Not long since the plan makers of the nation were con
beginners "Numberwork” is a waste
32*lt
A shower and going away party
manual training but that was in
cerned about the continuing exodus of farm and small town
of time. They are not ready for
addition to the regular curriculum. was held recently in honor of Mr. '
folk to the larger cities. It reached such a stage that worried
it and numbers do not yet have
and Mrs. William Black at the
____ As in former positions, as super_____________
Civil Defense authorities undertook through scare propaganda
AURORA LODGE
I
u,,,-,. intendent of Rockland Schools, he home of Mr. andn Mrs. Edwin Rob
to cause a reversal of the trend.
j guilty to passing two school buses
ga.n emphas;zed readlng ,, a inson, Tenant's Harbor. They re '
NO. 50 A. F. & A. M.
Now, without the fear-preachers’ assistance the national
March 9 on Route 90, just off the
gtudy
Qff Mmewhat ceived many beautiful gifts.
Wed. March 18—7.30 P. M.
movement is away from the great centers of population and
main
highway
He
paid
a
fine
<*
|
Qn
arithmetlc
.
He
stll
i
believes that
Refreshments were served by the Past Masters’ Night - M. M. Degree
into the country, with no pressure behind the trend. All
Lobster Stew Supper at 6.30
*10 and costs of »8.i0.
right. Teachers were hard to hostess, assisted by Mrs. Russell I
kinds of factors in modern living have brought this about—
32-lt
easy and swift commuting, first class schools ln the smaller
Reynolds
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Berton
!
i Carroll Rackliff. South Thomas- come by but only high school
centers, the desire of people to spend their leisure time ln
ton, and Albert Davis. Jr.. Spruce teachers were required to have a
natural surroundings and to a large extent the development
I Head, pleaded guilty to charges of college degree. Ahnost anyone, a
of the small community shopping centers containing all kinds
failing to report an accident which high school graduate, who exof stores and often branches of the great department stores
occurred March 1 on the Spruce pressed a liking for the profession,
The great cities are not withering away by any means, but
Head Road. According to State could get an appointment as
the small town and rural areas are growing strongly and the
Trooper Ray Foley, a truck opera teacher. The pupil load in those
national economy is the better for lt.
ted by Rackliff collided with the days was about 30 to the teacher.
Asked for the names of some of
car of Davis and neither man re
the
citizens of his days here who
CARD OF THANKS
Municipal Court ported the collision. Each paid might have registered in his mind
I wish to express my sincere
costs
of
the
court
proceedings,
$2.70.
thanks and appreciation to friends
he came up with that of Mayor
At Thursday morning’s session of
and all those who sent gifts and Rockland Municipal Court Record
Rhodes, uncle of Edwin R. Rhodes;
Rockland
police
also
charged
cards, to the nurses of Knox Hos
pital and special thanks to Drs er Alfred M. Strout heard com- Clarence Chase, 608 Main street, he also recollects L. E. Moulton as
’ Tkfc/Ssdt
Set
AmsaxoG
Allen, Brown, and Morse for the I plaints against five drivers
with permitting his truck to litter principal of our high school. » gooa
excellent care they gave me as a
Joseph h. BeTisie of 31 Ooean Park street with refuse, on March man according to Randall; and
patient.
Oscar Hagberg,
street, Rockland, paid a fine of $10 11. Recorder Strout continued this Miss Miller, principal at Warren
Here is no mere claim of quality.
Clark Island.
32-lt
and costs of $2.70 after pleading case for one month.
Street School, now Tyler.
Here is the product of a
While at Rockland he married
guilty to a charge of failing to re
reputation tbe whole world
IN MEMORIAM
At Friday’s session of the court Alice, the daughter of Charles H
knows and respect*. For
In loving memory of our son, port an accident. It was alleged
Haliicrafters precision communi
Pvt. 1st Class Merle H. Haf- that he struck and damaged the Recorder Strout fined Ann E. Harrington, for 42 years agent for
ford, who passed away March 15, car of Milton M. Griffin while Wentworth, Southwest Harbor. $10 the American Railway Express Co.,
cations equipment is used
1952.
the world over.
and
it
was
to
the
old
Harrington
backing
out
of
a
driveway.
for
driving
an
unregistered
vehicle
One year has passed and gone,
• • • •
home on Summer Street he came
on Route I on March 6.
See the magnificent HeUicrefUri
since one we loved so well
Irving Smith. Warren, pleaded
Was taken from our home on earth,
TV today. See quality in action!
when he retired. Left alone by
with Jesus to dwell.
Quality so superior that it
the death of his wife he receives
When the evening shades are fall- ,
tan be guaranteed for ooe full
frequent
visits
from
friends
and
Man
Wanted
ing
year and offered to you at
pupils
of
many
years
ago,
keeps
in
And we are sitting all alone.
no premium tn price.
Apply by Letter
In our hearts there comes a long
touch
with
his
children
and
grand

PUBLIC NOTICE
ing *
ffEAOr
children and continues to keep a
STATE NEWS CO.
If our loved one only could come
All HeUcerefter, TV «eri can be
weather-eye on Rockland High and
468 MAIN ST. — CITY
SOUTH THOMASTON
home.
quickly and inexpensively coeMcLain schools.
Do not ask us If we miss him.
'•erred to receive ihe coming
No Grass or Outdoor Fires
Oh there's such a vacant place.
■ .f.v.L-.-.'.'.i.’n
b’HF nations. You re safe fro«
Oft we think we hear his footsteps
obsolescence when you invest
without first obtaining a
And see his smiling face
I
Oft and oft our thoughts do wan
4
io Hallicraftera.
WANT A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN?
der
permit from Henry
To the grave not far away.
SERVICE STATION FOR LEASE!
Model 1053 (without telecart) 21-inch tube.
Where they laid our loved one.
Mills, Forest Warden
Mahogany finish. Also available in blond, model 1054.
One year ago today.
Sun Oil Company has a Modem Service Station for lease
Never to be forgotten,
32-lt” i 5 In Camden. Similar stations are now earning substantial in
32*lt
Mother and Dad.
comes for dealers. Service station experience helpful but not
TV NEWEST HIT!
necessarv. Trained personnel will work closely with you to help
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TALK OF THE TOWN
Coming Events
'Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted The decision of
the editor Is flnal.l
March 15-21—Horticultural Society
Exhibit In Boston.
March 17—Brothers’ Night at Miri
am Rebekah Lodge, 6.30 p. m.
Odd Fellows’ Hall.
March 18 — Knox-Lincoln Past
Grands and Past Noble Grands
Associations will meet at War
ren, Odd Fellows Hall. 6.30 p. m.
March 20—Methebesec Club meets
at Farnsworth Museum Auditori
um at 2.30 p m
March 20—Woman's Educational
Club meets in the Farnsworth
Museum at 3 p. m.
March 21—At Waldoboro, Germa
nia Lodge will entertain Dunster
Lodge of Cambridge, Mass., 6.30.
Odd Fellows Hall.
March 23—Red Cross Bloodmobile
will visit Rockland, headquarters
Legion Home Sponsored by Le
gion and Auxiliary.
March 28 — Supper-Meeting of
Knox County Fish & Game
Ass’n , Mt. Pleasant Grange Hall,
West Rockport.
March 27—Rubinstein Guest Eve
ning at Farnsworth Building.
March 27—Tyler School P.T.A
Fair.
March 28—At the Baptist Church,
Warren, a concert by the Gordon
College Choir of Boston.
March 30-April 3—Farm and Home
Week, at the University of
Maine.
April 1—Canton Lafayette. 18, and
Auxiliary will meet, 6.30, Odd
Fellows Hall.
April 3—Methebesec Club meets at
Farnsworth Museum Auditorium
at 230 p m.
April 6—Grand Army Day pbservance by Ruth Mayhew Tent,
D.U.V.
April 9-10—Grade school operetta,
Rockland High auditorium.
April 16—Annual banquet, Rock
land Fire Department.
April 19—Patriots’ Day.
April 30—Cnmipunlty Concert at
Community Building De Paur
Infantry Chorus
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 12, 13, 14—Business & Pro
fessional Women’s Club, State
Convention at Samoset Hotel.
June 14—Flag Day
June 19-20-21 — American Lec'on
Convention in Rocklar.a
July 4—Independence Day.
Julv 31-Aug 1-2—Maine Seafoods
Festival. Rockland

City Manager Frederick D. Farns
worth has announced the resigna
tion of Lewis L. Stockford from
the Fire Department, to be effect
ive March 27. Stockford has been
a member of the department for
nearly two years and preposes now
to enter the television field, spe
cializing in installations.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Ellis C.
Young who passed away March
14. 1949

The Home and Community Wel
fare Committee of Limerock Valley
Pomona Grange wishes members to
bring candy to the meeting this
Saturday which will be held at
Glen Cove.
Knox-Lincoln Past Grands and
Past Noble Grands Association will
meet at Warren, Wednesday, March
18. A 6.30 supper will be served
prior to the meeting. Visiting
members take sweets. This will be
the annual meeting with election
of officers.
Knox County postmasters will
hold a joint meeting with Waldo
County, Thursday, March 19 at
Grand View Grange Hall, Belfast,
time 7 p. m.
Mrs. Edward Gonia has been at
tending the Boston Gift Show at
the Hotel Statler and Parker
House. While there she was the
guest of her son, Charles E. Taylor
and family in Wellesley, Mass.

Rockland Encampment of Odd j
Fellows held an inspection and ini
tiation Wednesday. The Grand Pa
triarch of the Grand Encampment
of Maine, Joseph E. Heskett, was
the inspecting officer. The patri
archal degree was worked on four I
candidates from Belfast. Members
of Miriam Rebekah Lodge, under
the supervision of Almont Pierpont,
served a supper prior to the meet-1
lng.
The St. Patrick's play and con- i
cert scheduled for March 13, 14, j
and 15 at the parish hall of St. j
Bernard’s Catholic Church has
been postponed until March 21, 22
and 23 because of the illness of j
several of the members of the cast.
If we are such an efficient people
why can't we have our detours all j
at once and be done with it.

BORN
Cullen—At Knox Hospital. March
12. to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cullen
of Thomaston, a son.
Nickerson—At Knox Hospital,
March 12, to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Nickerson, a daughter.
Varney — At Knox Hospital.
March 12, to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Varnev, a daughter.
Hilchey — At Knox Hospital,
March 12 to Mr and Mrs. Ger
ald Hilchey. a son.
Miller—At Knox Hospital, March
12. to Mr and Mrs. James Miller
of Waldoboro, a daughter.
Martin — At Knox Hospital.
March L», to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Martin of Warren, a son.
Reed—At Portsmouth, N H.
Feb. 28. to Mr. and Mrs William
Reed (Helen Flanders) formerly
of Rockland, a son—Robert Lee.
Coillns — At Gould Maternity
Home, So. Hope. March 8, to Mr
and Mrs. Clayton Coillns of Union,
a daughter—Deborah.

!
I

[
j

Loving memories never die
As year roJ or and days go by,
Deep in our heart his memory is
DIED
kept.
Chantal—At Waldoboro, March
The one we loved and w ill never
11. Charles L Chantal. Funeral
forget.
I
service Sunday, 1 p. m at Waltz
32-lt
Mrs. Ralph Carroll.
Funeral Home.
Interment in
Brookland Cemetery.
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our sincere
thar.ks for the floral tributes and
to those who furnished cars, and
to everyone who helped in any
way in our recent bereavement.
Nathaniel Stone and Family.

32-lt

BUY THE TIBES
YOU NEED NOW
And Pay as Little a$

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to extend our sincere
thanks to all our friends and ]
neighbors for their kindness and |
sympathy shown us during our re
cent bereavement.
Bella Middleton, Mr. and Mrs
W J Massey.
32*lt

BITLER CAR A
HOME SUPPLY
47* Main St
Rockland.
Toi tri

Ma

iduuojd
jjqiujuivj oj auivu

y

!

That Generations

to Come may
Remember

w choosing a family monu
ment, vour choice is not
only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monument*. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee to
you, your heirs, or your descendants.

Chester Brooks
BURPEE
uneral Home
\mbulance Service
TELS. 390-824-M
10-112 LIMFROCK 8T.
ROCKLAND, Mt

t-tf

WARREN
CAMDEN

TEL 98
TEL 2151

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties

3-S-tf

Page Three

YOUTH FELLOWSHIP TO MEET MONDAY

Super Remembers

haliicrafters

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 10 YEARS
During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison

you achieve success. Small operating
today. Give qualifications and phone
be arranged.
WRITE SUN OIL CO., 30 SEA
PHONE CAMDEN

capital necessary. Write
number so interview can
ST„ CAMDEN, or
2169

I

or patio, all

31-32

NOTICE TO DOG OWNERS

1953 DOG LICENSES

PHONE THOMASTON 175

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Main Office-Showroom, Thomaston
-Manufacturing Plant, East Union

Are Due To Be Paid On or Before
April 1, 1953

G. U. MARGESON, City Clerk.
18-8-tf

Installed and Serviced by

A. C. McLOON & CO.
ROCKLAND

TEL. 51

MAINE

EASY TERMS ON COMPLETE INSTALLATIONS

I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

.

— ■■■.

■—
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WARREN

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING. BUYING. RENTING SERVICES

ALENA L. STARRETT

HERE'S HOW UTTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each for each llne, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called, L e., advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

Correspondent
Telephone 48

Mrs. Emma Norwood and Mrs.
Margaret Sawyer were guests Wed
nesday of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Libby. Canasta was ta play by the
group, including the Libby’s house
guest, Mrs. Ida Castner ol Waldo
boro.

Castine Cadets Home Wednesday

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

WALDOBORO
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone 360

Miss Elaine Hilton of Everett,
Church News
Mrs. Joseph Mallon, and daugh
Mass., ls passing her vacation from
Benjamin C. Barbour, Jr., Field
ter, Miss Lorraine Mallon of Taun
the School of Nursing with her
ton, Mass., have been house guests Director of the Civic League, will
parents, Mr. and Mra Wilbur Hil
of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis. speak at the Baptist Church Sun
ton.
Warren Grange has been invited day morning. The deacons of the
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Wnchento Meenahga Grange. Waldoboro, church will have charge of the eve
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
bach and Mrs. Fred Winchenbach
March 23d, for the neighbor’s ning service, in the absence of Rev.
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
have returned from Needham. Mass.
night ogservance. and will furnish Bruce P. Cummings, who will fin
keeping wtll be maintained for these ads.
ish that day, his week of evangel
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Vannah and
two
numbers
on
the
program.
ALL ML’ST BE PAID FOR
children and Mrs. LiUian Vannah
Mystic Rebekah Lodge’s tableaux istic services at Georgetown.
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
The pulpit at the Congregation
accounU with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
were guests of Mrs. Claude Athearn
staff wlU attend the guest officer’s
Line.
ta 8outh Portland recently.
night observance, and wiH furnish al Church will be supplied Sunday
morning by Dr. John Smith Lowe
at Bethel Rebekah Lodge, Union.
Mrs. Alton Shorey ls employed ta
t"
===
The Past Grands and Past Noble of Rockland.
North Edgecomb caring for Mrs.
REAL
ESTATE
REAL ESTATE
Grands Association of Knox and
Health Committee
John Chase.
•
ON Rt. 1, to Warren, a 7-room ' Lincoln Counties will meet Wed
A committee within the Warren
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Vivian and
FOUR-RM Cottage for sale;
electricity, good condition, partly House with barn att. for sale; nesday night at the Warren IOOF Public Health Committee, ta an ef
son Brent have returned from New
furnished; two acres. $1350 Write 2-car gar., full bath, oil heat. 1*4 A. Hall here. Visiting members will fort to flnd out the interest in per
York.
land. Price right for quick sale.
BOX C. % The Courier-Gazette.
furnish sweets.
manent child health conferences by
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Butters of
_________ _____ ________ Sl*33 ALBERT C MANK. Tel Warren
The fire department was caUed making a survey of pre-school age
32-23.
32*37
Slatg Ledges have for a house
to a chimney fire at Ralph Perry’s children, has mailed out 150 cards
guest Miss Mary McLelsh of Cam
Management
Sales
FOR SALE
Sunday.
to parents. A return card mailed to
bridge, Mass.
1-4-Room
Cottage
on
Dix
’
s
CHARLES E. BICKNELL. II Island, furnished, gas refrigerator, Members of the senior class the committee will show the Inter
Mrs. Elroy Gross was ta Thom
REAL ESTATE BROKER
studying
government,
attended
est ta such conferences, and will
oil stove, $1600.
aston Wednesday.
TELEPHONE 1574
2— 6-room Shore front Colonial town meeting Monday afternoon, not obligate the parents in any
509 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME. House built ln 1812 with origins! and reported Tuesday at the High
way. The committee in charge in
Rentals
Appraisals
features, 3 fireplaces. 100 acres, 'i
LAWRY
cludes, Mrs. Frederick Richards,
30-tf j mile sandy shore front, electricity.. School.
The Methodist Ladles’ Aid met
Paul Dillaway, president of the Mrs. Willis Moody, Jr., Mrs. Alfred
The Maine Maritime Academy training ship, Empire State is enroute to Portland from Miami with
! water, $9750.
3— 4-room Home ln Owl’s Head Warren Lion's Club and Henry Wyllie. Mrs. George Ingraham and arrival at State Pier scheduled for Wednesday morning. When the cadets bring their ship into Bucksport at the home of Miss Eda Lawry
ONE of the finest building lots In
on Sunday, March 22, they will have completed a 70 day training cruise and traveled 7,762 miles. Above, Wednesday afternoon with 20
the city for sale, fronting on one on paved road, lot of land, 100 ft. i Laukka and Alden Johnston visit Mrs. Joseph Heathcote.
cadets holystone the ship’s forward deck as part ol their training. Ai tne r.gnt is iniushipuian boiaid present, Gertrude Oliver, first vice
street and two sides on proposed by ICO ft.. $850.
ed
three
different
boy
scout
troops
To
Receive
Medal
Merchant of Rockland. In all, the ship carries 12 midshipmen from this section and two officers.
4— Attractive 4-room Home, new
streets, $1800;
president took charge of the meet
ta
Rockland
recently.
The
Warren
The St George Lodge, A.F.&AH.
A going Main Street busi ly built, one acre land, garage,
ing ln the absence of the president.
Lions Club has taken over the wiH confer the fellowcraft degree
ness, showed good profit last shade trees, $1500.
Japan. Mrs Butler met him ta 6.30 supper. The program commitMrs. Susan Simmons. A very de
5— 6*room Farm House. 12 acres, sponsorship of the troop 224 in on one candidate, at the regular
year. Financial responsibility must
Massachusetts and they are now tee Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson
lightful afternoon was enjoyed by
be established. No information salt water front, lovely view, barn, this town.
' meeting Monday night. Prank Ad
UNION
living in the Baptist parsonage ta and Mr. and Mrs. Schuyler Hawes
given over phone. CHARLES E. $5000
all present; delicious refreshments
Miss Freda Hill was winner of ams of Thomaston, DDGM, will be MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD Appleton.
E
W
COFFIN,
BICKNELL, n. licensed real estate
announces Mrs. Cleo Hopkins of were served by the hostess, assist
the
ribbon
ta
the
table
setting
con

Owl
’
s
Head,
Tel
551-W2
!
present
at
the
meeting,
and
In
be

Correspondent
Mrs. Laura Kirkpatrick and Mrs. Rockland will show slides on their
Broker, 500 Main St.
30-32
ed by Mrs. Ruth Dow and Mrs.
32-35 test, Warren
Wonder Workers half of the Grand Lodge of Maine,
Telephone 10-24
Bary Gurney of Appleton attended recent trip to Alaska.
Mabel Beale. The next meeting
Girls
4-H
Club.
will
present
the
50
year
medal
to
a
sewing
clas
training
school
held
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Guest Officers Night
will be held at the church vestry
Dancing at the country dance Joseph H. Stickney.
North End—A 5-room House
Mrs. Elmer Jameson of Friend in Nobleboro Tuesday.
Bethel Rebekah Lodge will ob on Thursday afternoon. March 19.
SPRUCE Lobster Traps for sale, with new modern kitchen of built- sponsored tonight by the Warren
Mrs.
Zena
Nelson
entertains
the
also sills and a few spruce lathes. in cupboards, white sink, etc.; large Lions Club held at Glover HaU,
Archie Thompson of Friendship
If only the figure could be re ship and Mrs. Donald Wallace and Marcia Rebekah Circle Tuesday, serve Guest Officers night Mon
RAYMOND JONES. Beechwcod dining-room and living-room, all
daughter of
Waldoboro visited
day March 16. The Dove will pay Harbor was calling on Clyde
will
start
at
830
p.
m.
duced
without
the
elbow
seeming
St., Thomaston._____________ 32-lt newly-decorated downstairs. Up
Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs. March 17 for a day meeting.
a visit. Committee for refreshments Brown. Clayton Oliver and Wardell
to need the slack taken up.
stairs 2 large bedrooms and brand
Charles Howe accompanied the
Ralph Wallace.
EARLY Cut. Baled Hay for sale. new. full bath with tile walls. All
are Veda Scott, Clara Day and Vir MacFarland Monday of this week.
following
group
to
Boston
on
Mon

LOST AND FOUND
ROGER La CHANCE. Tel. 179-M. this is newly decorated.
ginia Hannon. Decoration commit- ' Clyde Brown who has been a
Mrs.
Martha
Fuller
has
been
a
Just
32*34
day, Dennis Athearns, Robert Aus
TO LET
poured new cement floor in cellar.
tee, Agnes Esancy and Virginia patient at Knox Hospital, has re
patient at Knox Hospital the past
MAN'S Open-face Gold Watch
tin,
Royce
Butler,
William
Doughty,
USED Typewriter for sale. Mon City water New septic tank; 5 lost, between Lindsey St., at Union
Hannon. The lodge wishes to turned home.
week.
HOUSE
to
let
at
5
Rockland
Robert
Newbert
and
Roger
Austin.
arch. standard keyboard In run min. walk from bus Une. There and First Nat. Store. Reward if St. Tel. 1102. D SHAFTER.
thank all who contributed towards
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Devcreux
Cunn

are
4
acres
more
or
less,
and
a
ning order; $15 cash. Apply THE
The Auxiliary and Legion will
returned to Rockland Savings
OOURIER-GAZETTE.____31*33 large barn suitable for garage or Bank.______________________ 32*34 ___________________________ 32*34 ingham and family of Belfast vis meet with Mrs. Arlie Clark Tues the success of the Town Meeting The April meeting which ls the an
UPSTAIRS Furnished and Heat
hens, or both
All old paint
dinner.
i nual meeting will be held at the
day night, March 17. Hostesses Lil
THIS Association has been no ed Apt. with flush to let; 58 Ran- ' ited Sunday at Herman Scotts.
SERVEL Bottle Gas Refrigera scraped off outside of house and
Woman's
Club
Pfc.
Wendell
Butler
returned
Thompson Memorial Building. The
tor for sale. O. B. HYLAND. 93 I 2 coats of new paint put on. Roof tified ta writing by the owner of kin St. TEL 1153-M.
32*34 I
ia Morton, Barbara Morine, Lillian
Main St. Tel. 1140-W.
31*33 newly shingled with
Sunday
from
Fort
Devens,
Mass,
club voted to disband with rental
The
Woman
’
s
Community
Club
asbestos pass book with accounts Nos. 5048
!
Niskala
and
Doris
Norton.
APARTMENT for rent. 5 rooms,
HARVARD Dental Chair for sale, shingles. This house is ah out for seven shares and 8217 for bath, constant hot water, electric having received his discharge from
The Senior Class announces Miss held their March meeting Tuesday of room in Masonic Block. The pro
eighteen
shares
in
this
Association,
good condition, at Vinalhaven. In standing buy. Very safe for chil
range, heating equipment fur- i government services. He has been Isabel Abbott received the blan afternoon at the Methodist vestry gram was given by Miss. Esther
quire
of
MRS.
FLORENCE dren and plenty of room for ex that said pass book has been lost nished. CALL 708 or 273-M.
serving the past two years ta Tokyo ket the class had.
A short business meeting was held. Keating who related her trip to
and
requests
duplicate
be
issued.
THOMPSON. 552 Forest Avenue, pansion. Owner moving out of
The president, Mrs. Ruby Chs- Florida and New Mexico. Hostesses
Blaine Jack, Commercial teachPortland.
31*33 town. Price is only $6009. no more, ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILD
GARAGE to let, also storage
ING ASSOCIATION. M E. Mont
ples
presented her resignation and for the afternoon were Margaret
!
er
at
Union
High
Schoo!
is
a
pa

Venetian Blinds—Window Shades no less. This is priced for a quick gomery, Secretary.
29-S-35 space for furniture, etc Locked up 1 EGGS & CHICKS
sale.
Creighton and
All Colors and Styles
tient at Togus Veterans Hospital as the club year nearly through, no Gleason. Agnes
safely. TEL. 535-J.
31*33 j
Ingraham
Hill:
An
8-room
House
Free installation and estimates
CLEMENTS RED-ROCK BLACK Miss Phyllis Wentworth is substi president was elected to her oiace. Dons Robbins.
with
low-posted
ceilings,
new
fur

LARGE
Front
Room
to
let.
weU
|
WANTED
Tel. 939. UNITED HOME SUPPLY
heated; 100 UNION ST.
31*33 j PULLETS have proven highly tuting at the Commercial Room. ,
CO. 579 Main St., city.
31tf nace, electric hot water heater,
profitable for commercial egg pro
foundations excellent, sunporch,
The Union High School Scnioi
PROBATE NOTICES
EXPERICENt’ED
FOR Rent: Small Office, second ducers. Healthy, quick growing,
NEW Typewriter, Raccoon Coat new shingles, new chimneys, allOffice Manager
floor, located on Main Street, lava heavy laying, reasonable ta price. Class holds a food sale at Cun
Sell certain real estate situated ln
STATE OF MAINE
and Muskrat Coat, all ln perfect weather windows aU over, both up
and
tory
and
flush,
ready
for
occupancy
condition. TEL. 1584-W^___ 30-32 and down. New sink, aU new cop
To all persons interested in either Friendship and fully described ta
Maine-U S. Approved, Pullorum ningham’s Store Saturday, Marek
Accountant
March 15. CHARLES E. BICK Clean. Also Reds, Barred Rocks,
of the e-tates hereinafter named: said petition, presented by Hadley
1948 MOTOR Scooter and side per tubing, all other plumbing
NELL II, licensed real estate | Leghorn-Red Crosses for eggs— 14.
Desires Position
At a Probate Court held at Rock B. Miller of Waldoboro. Guardian.
car for sale, good condition, new new, full bath, new electric stove.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Messer and
in Knox County.
Broker, 509 Mata St.
30-32 other breeds for meat. Write for
ESTATE MARY D. LEWIS, late
land, ln and for the County of
tires; Call at 43 S JAMBS ST, Maytag washing machine. School
Interested parties write "CON
children
Stephen
and
Linda
of
FURNISHED Room to let. Kit prices — CLEMENTS CHICKS,
Knox, on the seventeenth day of of Vinalhaven, deceased First and
after 6 p. m.
30*32 bus stops directly ln front of house. FIDENTIAL.’' % The Courier chen
privileges if desired. Woman INC, Route 33, Winterport, Maine. Wallingford, Conn., were weekend February, tn the year of our Lord Ftaal Account presented for allow
Interior of house needs re-deco
32*34 preferred. TEL. 1530-W.
CANArTeS for sale Guaranteed rating at approx cost of $1000. Gazette, Rockland.
30-32
(2) ' guests of Mr. and Mrs. Merle Mes one thousand nine hundred and ance by James A. Lewis, Adminis
Singers, $10. Females ready for This house with a little imagina
SECRETARY wanted for gen
fifty-three, and by adjournment trator.
HEATED and furnished single
BABY Chicles, $17 per hundred. ser.
breeding. $3. BETTY TOWNS tion and work can be very lovely. eral office work bv COUNTY EX and
from day to day from the seven
ESTATE MAUDE K STUART,
double rooms, also kitchenette Started pullets, one week old, at
Mrs. Marion Alden entertained teenth day of said February, The
END. Thomaston. Tel. 126-13
TENSION
ASSOCIATION,
P
O.
late of St. George, deceased First
Apt to let; 148 Broadway, TEL. day old price, while they last. WIL
30-32 Price $5300.
the
Friendly
B
Club
Thursday
eveBui
lding,
City.
______________
32-34
following
matters
having
been
pre

Central; Eight-room House ta
and Ftaal Account presented for
798-R or 8891.
28tf MOT DOW HATCHERY, Waldo
sented for the action thereupon allowance by Charles L. Stuart,
1939 Buick Sedan for sale. Price good general repair, new heating
WANTED, to give away to good
29-40 1 ning.
to let ta Bicknell Block, boro. Tel. 91-2.
hereinafter
indicated
it
ls
hereby
$135. Cash. TEL. 273-M.
30*32 system; 4 bedrooms and bath up; homes, two female, one male. 501ROOM
Executor.
Lt. and Mrs. Herbert Ellingwood
Main St, Apt. 1. kitchen privi
BLACK sex-link Pullet Chicks
ORDERED:
4 rooms down. Slate roof. Will 5-weeks-old Puppies. TEL 1421-JK leges If desired. TEL. 503-RK.
ESTATE CAROLINE H. STAN
and daughter Ruth are visiting at
That notice thereof be given to LEY,
meet Gl specifications. On bus ___________________________ 32-34 ___________________________ 30-32 for sale; bred for high egg produc
late of Rockland, deceased.
tion and resistance to leukosis. We Mr. and Mrs. George Day’s. Lt. El all persons Interested, by causing
Une and convenient to schools,
First and Final Account presented
MAN wanted. Apply by letter
FIVE-Room downstairs Apt. to also have the Silver-Cross. ROKES lingwood is on a 10 day leave from a copy of this order to be published for allowance by Irving P. Tuttle,
train, stores.
STATE NEWS CO, 468 Main St. let. TEL 213-M
FOR SALE
ltf POULTRY FARM, Cobb Road. the Submarine Balao which is ta three weeks successively ta The Executor.
Rockville: On Route 17 ta
32-34
Camden, Me. Tel. 2261.
13tf
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
Rockville a 6-room house
All
FURNISHED
and
Unfurn.
Apts
1952 OLDSMOBILE “98” hardwood floors, forced hot water $350 MONTHLY ARE TIME- ■o iet. Central and No. End loca- SEX-Link Chickens from Pul Boston for overhauling, haring re lished at Rockland, In said County, ESTATE ROSE MARIE SMITH
cently
come
from
Key
West,
Fla.
4 DOOR SED AN
that they may appear at a Probate of North Haven First and Final
National
Company
seeks
reliable
heat, house ta very good general
tions. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. 119tf lorum Clean U. S. Approved stock
Original Price $3700.
Court to be held at said Rockland Account presented for allowance
for sale. The same fine chicks
repair. Large porch. Barn with party to own and operate route of
Kupples Klub
SANDING Machine and Polisher you have had for over ten years,
on the seventeenth day of March, by Sherman F Baird. Guardian.
NOW BEING SOLD FOR
water all piped ta and ready for vending machines. This is not
The
Kupples
Klub
of
the
Meth

ESTATE E VIOLA DURGIN,
A. D. 1953 at ten o'clock ln the
3000 hens. Also a small store and nuts. No selling required. $350 per to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer, straight run 15'4c; pullets 31c.
$2500.
gas station that could be very month possible part time, full Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT DUTCH NECK HATCHERY, Mel odist Church holds their March forenoon, and be heard thereon lf late of Warren, deceased. First
Wil Take Car In Trade.
CO..
440
Main
St
_____________
ltf
and Final Account presented for
ville Davis. Tel. 122-23 Waldobero ineeting Wednesday March 18 with they see cause.
profitably run. No Information time more. Car and $800 cash re
Terms Can Be Arranged.
allowance by Leland O. Philbrook,
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts ____________________________ lOtf
over phone. Shown by appoint quired which Is secured by inven
VELMA CLARK, late of Rock Administrator.
tory. This will stand strict Inves to let on Willow St TEL 939 or
ment
Tel. Rockland 1451 or
land, deceased. Will and Petition
SEX-Link
Chicks
for
sale.
Maine
Notices
of
Appointment
ESTATE FLORA M BARRETT,
North End: If you work at Van- tigation. For Interview in your 1219.________________________ lOltf U S Approved Pullorum clean,
Thomaston 116-4
I. WILLIS R. VINAL. Register of , for Probate thereof asking that the
Baalen's and would like to Uve town with factory representative,
HEATED and unheated furnished high egg producing stock, very low probate for the County of Knox, same may be proved and allowed late of Hope, deceased. First and
include
phone
and
address
ta
ap

near your work and rent 2 apart
to let. V F. STUDLEY, 77 mortality. BYRON MILLS. Wal in the State of Maine, hereby [ and that Letters Testamentary Final Account presented for al
IMPERIAL
MFG Apts,
ments besides having you own liv plication.
“ark St Tels 8060 or 1234
ltf doboro. Tel. 51-3
8tf certify that ta the following estates issue to Maerlce K. Blackington of lowance by Reuben O. Barrett and
AGENCY,
946
Goodfeliow,
St.
Ethel A. M. Pearse. Administrators.
SAVE money ln comfort with the ing quarters and with garage space
the persons were appointed admin-' Rockland, she being the executrix
Louis
12.
Mo.
30*32
famous Burrowes Rustless Alumi for all, where financing can be
ESTATE MARY H. BENNER,
named therein, without bond.
lstrators.
executors,
guardians
and
num Combination Storm Windows arranged with a reasonable down
RELIABLE past
middle-aged
late of Warren, deceased. First
Courier-Gazette
Crossword
Puzzle
conservators
and
on
the
dates
ROBERT
M.
PACKARD,
late
of
payment
by
you,
I
have
just
what
and Screens, Aluminum Combina
married man desires part time
and Ftaal Account presented for
hereinafter named.
Rockland, deceased. Will and Petl- allowance by Judson E. Benner,
tion Doors. For special price and you are looking for. No Informa caretaker or handy man’s Job. Will
(Answer ta Next Issue)
JENNIE A. HUPPER Of St tltion for Probate thereof asking executor.
terms, phone or see me ln person. tion over phone. Call for ap consider full time. Preferably near
George. February 5, 1953 Leah H that the same may be proved and
pointment and we'll talk lt over. Belfast, Rockland or Camden, or
E. T. LONG.
ESTATE MARIA MTKKOLA,
5
3
IO
8
2.
7
9
1
4
b
Davis of St. George was appointed allowed and that Letters Testa late of Union, deceased.
113 Camden St., Rockland, Tel. 1503 This Is good.
vicinity. Drive car
No liquor.
First
Next week 2 Cape Cod houses
Conservator and qualified by filing mentary issue to Katie Murphy of and Ftaal Account presented for
27tf
Handy with tools; by May 1. Write
Rockland, she being the executrix
bond
on
same
date.
Three
Houses
at
$2500
cash.
No
w
it
P.
O.
BOX
157,
Yantlc.
Conn.
II
allowance by Annie Larson, Execu
Keep your Home warm in winter. terms unless you arrange your own
___________________________ 30-32
TRYPHOSIA
K
CALDER- named therein, without bond.
w
trix.
cool in summer with Johns Man financing.
j
WOOD,
late
of
North
Haven,
de

HILMA
SOFIA
ANDERSON,
late
itr
ville Rock Woo! Insulation. Cuts
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
MILDRED COLLINS PEPPARD,
W 17
15
lb
Norton Pond: Fully furnished
ceased. January 20, 1953 Lewis S of Union, deceased. WIU and Pe late
at the Mend-It Shop, 102
fuel bills in half.
of Vinalhaven, deceased. WIU
Cottage with beach and double lot. Jone
w
Burgess of North Haven was ap tition for Probate thereof asking and Petition for Probate thereof
Union
St,
Orove
St.
entrance.
Tel.
E T. LONG.
Valuable standing pine. In firstpointed administrator and quali that the same may be proved and asking that the same may be
Id
i&
21
•7
Direct Factory Agent,
1680.
EVA
AMES
__________
32*37
class repair, running water, mod
fied by filing bond on February 5. allowed and that Letters Testa proved and allowed and that Let
113 Camden St. Rockland Tel. 1503 em kitchen with buUt-in cup
OIL burners, cleaned. THE FIX1953
mentary Issue to Arthur Anderson ters Testamentary Issue to John
27tf boards and white sink, large late IT SHOP, 138 Camden St. Tel
ZZ
2-M
25
ISABELLE J. TYLER of South of Union, he being the executor W. Peppard of East Eddington, he
EARLY cut good quality baled model elec, refrigerator, new gas 1091-W.
15tf
Thomaston. January 30, 1953 R. named, therein, without bond.
being one of the executors named
Hay for sale. NEIL RUSSELL range, new end heater, inlaid lino
Ito
IRON, Steel, Metal. Rags ~and
Waldo Tyler of South Thomaston
2-7
FERNALD F. AMES, late of Vi therein, without bond, Frank B.
Tel. 408
lltf leum, chrome breakfast set; ta Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR
was appointed Guardian and qual nalhaven, deceased. Will and Pe Wallis of Beverly, Massachusetts,
living room, divan with inner- DON & BON, 6 Leland St, Tel
' ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
ified by filing bond on February 5. tition for Probate thereof asking the first named executor haring
2.8
29
Trap Stock, largest supply ln spring mattress for extra bed, 123-W_______________________ 98tf
1953.
that the same may be proved and declined.
9x12
rug,
several
lamps,
desk.
2
Maine. INDEPENDENT LOBSTER
DONT discard your old or
AIMEJE
G.
WATERMAN
Of allowed and that Letters Testa
ESTATE JAMES H. PETTEE,
maple
easy
chairs,
radio,
maga

tt
OOMPANY. Rockland. Tel. 303.
30
3?
31
intique
furniture.
Call.
H.
JOHN
North
Haven.
January
20,
1953
3M
32
3b 37
mentary Issue to Villa C. Ames of late of Owl’s Head, deceased. First
129tf zine rack, etc. Two bedrooms. 1 NEWMAN for restoring and reFrank
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of
North
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on
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date.
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SURPLUS
AND
First and Final Account of Frank
FURNITURE OO, Rockland.
Thomaston, 8 Dunn St, Small
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1-Pool
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Blood vessels
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25-Domesticated
Let Him Demonstrate the Machine
51- Group of seven
21- Sorrowful
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30- Angles in a fort
for Administration asking that mentary Issue to Boston Safe De
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singers
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TELEPHONE 395-M
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Contingen
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26- Stylish
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MGHMmeeaasH&vkxxxxxxxvxxv
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VERTICAL
Capital Paid Up or
34- Act in an alternating
25- Father
ESTATE EDWARD O’B STUD- being the executors named therein,
" SnfGER Sewing Mfg Co. Bales
1900,00000 29- Musical note
Statutory Deposit,
manner
LEY. late of St. George, deceased. without bond.
Service and Repair. Write or Call
Unassigned Funds
35- To dry up
1- Endured
30- Paper containing
Petition for Administration asking
WITNESS. HARRY E. WILBUR,
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2- Depart
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42-Combining form. Egg
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M6-W.________________________«
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$5.27833834 39- Make beloved
45- Of age (Latin abbr.)
5- Table linen
tratrix, without bond.
old newspapers which you can buy
Attest:
46- So (Scot.)
40- Document (abbr.)
6- Wastes
SECOND-Hai.d Furniture bought
WILLIS R VINAL, Registek.
ESTATE ANNIE M. BESSEY of
Total,
$9 593.63665 41- A bitter cathartic
48-Part payment (abbr.)
7- Minister
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

UoteA of ci
If you meet anyone wearing a'
broad smile at the present time
Jhat person ls probably a poultrywnnr. and the proper question to ask
ls. "How’s the price of eggs?” The
answer will be that eggs are the,
highest for the time of year for j
a long, long time. The Boston
wholesale market quotations for the
first of the week were 55 cents a
dozen for Marge and 53 cents for
mediums. Last week the Poultryman magazine reported that eggs
were the highest during February
for the past five years and second
highest ln 33 years.
Just for comparison I looked in
my records for other years and
came up with 39 cents for large
about March 1, 1950 with mediums
at 36. Things were better in 1951
0w ith large at 50 cents while last
year they were down again with
large at 42 cents and mediums at
40. In fact last yeaf eggs stayed
consistently in the low forties from
January to June with a low of 37
and a high of 45 for large.
This all goes to show that the life
of the egg producer ls uncertain
as far as yearly Income from his
hens ls concerned. For the man
with 1000 birds laying 60 per cent
or 50 dozen a day, that 55 cents a
•dozen over 42 last year means
$6 50 extra every day or $45 50 a
week.
As will be noted above, eggs were
^Igh and low ln alternate years.
That brings out a curious situation
ln the poultry business. After eggs
have been low in price for a while
the number of pullet chicks bought
and raised decreases and the result
ls. there are less eggs and better
prices. Many poultrymen are smart
enough to analyze this situation
correctly and they come into the
high prices with houses full of laying
birds.
Why some will buy more chicks
when egg prices are high and less
when they are low is a bit of a
mystery. The same holds true for
broilrs. When prices are high the
hatcheries have a flood of orders.
do not pretend to understand all
the reasons for this. Of course low
prices on eggs or broilers means less
money for poultrymen and while
gome are discouraged there are
others who actually cannot afford
to stock up. There is also the
disease factor which prevents some
from skimming the cream.
The fact that egg prices were go
ing to be good this spring was no
well kept secret. Those who make
a study of the market and take
censuses of flocks throughout the
country have been predicting for
several months that egg prices would
be much higher this spring than
last. The price of fowl went up
into the high twenties some time
«go and has stayed there. That
was another indication that fowl
was scarcer than usual. But the
temptation to sell at 29 cents a
pound was too much for some and
others had to sell to make way
for early chickens. The result was
that many thousands of old hens
moved to market.
The broiler growers are not un
happy at the present time. Thus
far the predicted crash ln March
has not materialized. Although
broilers are not at a high peak,
the price is still pretty good and
roasters are still holding close to
40 cents a pound.
My poultry horizen has been nar
rowed down during the past few
days to my own personal problems
due to a combination of the coldest
weather of the winter and about
7000 baby chicks. As the cold spell
•is apparently broken tonight. I
can say that I came through the
winter very well for this certainly
was the longest and coldest week
of the winter even if the ground
is bare.
I moved 1200 baby cockerels, a
week and a half old into an unin
sulated building last Saturday, con
fident that the weather would break
the next day. They are all smart
this Wednesday night, but I did
gome worrying. I had a thermome
ter under the brooder and when I
checked lt late Saturday night, I
was much disturbed to find that it
registered only 75 degrees, but the
chicks seemed to be comfortable
enough and as the stove was as
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high as it would go. I decided to
take a chance. Next morning I
brought ln another thermometer and
found that the first one was nearly
25 degrees off. It is said that a
good poultryman goes by hi? chicks
and not the themometer and
I believe in the truth of that state
ment more than ever.
I like to brood chickens when the
hatcheryman delivers a good smart
flock. I always marvel at the
fact that those little fellows start
eating and drinking just as soon
as they are dumped around the
brooders. I remember the first lot
I had. I smoothed off all the
humps in the sawdust as I thought
they could not get around. That
work was entirely unnecessary.
Chicks can run, climb and hop
almost as soon as they are dried
off. They always intend to travel
in a straight line from the time
they go under the brooders right
through life. When waterers are
to low for them to go under they
go over but almost never around
the ends. If a chick ls sleeping or
sick the flock travels right over it
and its not long before there are
arguments and later, fights when
birds will not step aside for those
advancing.
The poultryman learns a shuffling
gait when tending his chicks. Due
to their propensity for traveling in
a straight line, if one lifts a foot,
it is apt to come down on a chicken
making a bee-line for a feeder or
waterer. I have done many a
fancy step to avoid stepping on a
chicken and thus far I have a per
fect score with many a near miss
Chickens quickly become accus
tomed to the sight and sound of
a feed hod in action. They mob
the entrance even though feed is
still before them for they love
fresh feed. They are not bright
enough to spread out and the ma
jority try to eat out of the first
feeder served, a mad scramble re
sulting.
If the birds get too hungry it is
possible to have pile-ups resulting
ln smothering at feeding time. I
remember one time when I had
some roasters, I did not dare take
feed ln until I had two others to
help me. We went in with two
hods each and hurriedly distribu
ted small amounts of feed at scat
tered points. Now I use pellets at
that age and scatter the first hod
on the Utter if the excitement is
too great.
The same holds true if the water
supply is shut off for any length
of time. Pails of water should be
distributed around the pens so that
the birds will not pile up on the
water fountains when the water
comes on. This is especially true
if it ls a warm day.
Large eggs moved up another
cent and were still holding at 56
cents a dozen Wednesday with the
market steady.

Knox Pombna

EXTENSION IRONING CLASSES

State Treasurer Guest At
Meeting With Pioneer
Last Saturday
Charles White of Augusta, State
Orange treasurer, speaking Satur
day afternoon at the day meeting
of Knox Pomona Grange held with
Pioneer Grange, East Union, point
ed out the accomplishment of the
research work in agriculture and
the benefit to the farmer Hls talk
was in connection with an agricul
ture program requested by the
agricultural committee of Knox
Pomona.
At the morning business session.
Knox Porr.ona accepted the legis
lative bulletin from the Maine
State Grange, and voted to supState Grange, and voted to upport the legislation therein.
Those who participated in the
program, following the welcome
by Miss Aghes Esancy. master of
the host Grange, and response by
David Carroll of Union, were Mrs.
David CarroU. J. Raymond Dan
forth and U. S Wincapaw of
Union. James Dornan and Mrs
Alfreda Grotton of East Union;
James Littlejohn of Cumberland.
State Grange deputy; Mrs. Bernice
Dateman.
and
Mrs.
Bernice
Hasty, also of Cumberland.
The birthday anniversary of
Mrs. Emma Sayward. 55-year
member ot Seven Tree Grange of
Union, was observed with a cake
being presented to her.
Pioneer Grange of East Union,
received the attendance ribbon
for the day.
Among the guests present were
Mrs. Viola White of Augusta, chair
man of the Home and Community
Welfare Committee of the State
Grange, and guests also from thc
following Pomonas, Cumberland.
Sagadahoc, and Limerock Valley

BROILER FESTIVAL JULY 10-11

Waldoboro Unit Members To
Hold Parley At Nobleboro
Poultry Group Has Laid Groundwork
On Tuesday, March 17
For Big, Two Day Chicken Barbecue
The annual meeting of Waldo

Photo by Earde

Lecturing and demonstrating on the latest methods of household
Ironing Mrs. Elsa Kigel of Warren addressed county clothing leaders
Wednesday. Mrs. Constance Durkee, sealed, of Union was one of those
participating.

'

THE GRANGE CORNER
NEWS OF THE GRANGES IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

Jones and Lelia Layr attended Mt.
Pleasant Grange, West Rockport,
At our meeting of Mt. Pleasant Monday night,
Grange March 2 the First and Sec
Weymouth Grange
ond Degrees were conferred on Mrs.
Wayne Thompson, Jackie Marks
June Ellis, Lawrence Drinkwater
Donald Stein and Merton Hollis.
and Georgie Starr with Wendall
Jr., received the Third and Fourth
Dennison our Steward conferring
Degrees Monday evening with the
the First Degree, assisted by Gerry
degree team of White Oak Grange
Dow doing the singing and Wendy
ofBc’atlng.
Dow accompanying at the piano.
Tliere were 73 members and
The Second Degree was con guests present for the meeting and
ferred by Master Tolman.
degree work. Guets for the eve
4-H Doings
Sister Barbara Richards, who ning came from White Oak. Good
has bec-n a surgical patient at Knox
Ocean View, Warren and
Clubs Are Looking Ahead To Hospital has returned home and is Will.
Acorn.
doing nicely.
Style Show and the
Ocean View Grange
There has been a working bee at
August Dairy Show
On March 2, we had a fine meet
the hall each Sunday and their
Mrs. Freda Stimpson, assistant will be another this Sunday. Any ing with good attendance, during
leader of the White Oak 4-H Club one wishing to help out is welcome. which the Third and Fourth De
grees were conferred upon four
in North Warren was presented a Dinner is served by the ladies.
very pretty birthday cake at the
Traveling Grange met with Mt candidates.
We were pleased to have as
meeting Saturday of the club at Pleasant Grange March 9, when
the 4-H club room in the Grange there was an attendance of 85. guests five members of St. George
Mrs. Lillian
Hall.
Guest speaker for the evening was Grange including
A regular business meeting was Vernon Packard who showed slides Rackliff. also one member of Owls
held then, the club practiced a play of his trip to Galveston, Texas. Head Grange.
The clam chowder made by
which is to be presented at White New Mexico and many many other
Oak Orange.
places of which was very interest Brother Theodore Stlmpson was
ing, and several pictures of Cam much enjoyed and due to the cold
Appleton
George’s Valley Hustlers held den Harbor and other different lo ness of the weather was really ap
preciated.
their second meeting at the home cal places.
On March 9, we had a nice
Mr. Packard also introduced Miss
of the leader, Mrs. Sheila Hart, last
Elgl Luginger of Munich, Germany meeting at which some pending
[ Saturday.
j James Thorndike
and Arthur who was here as an exchange stu business matters were briefly dis
Jackson were appointed as color dent to learn something of our cussed.
The Lecturer's program consisted
bearers and the treasurer reported schooling and the teachings in the
; rural districts. She also gave a few of short humorous readings and
$33 in the new treasury
several Interesting quiz games in which all present
The boys studied their dairy remarks on
books and made plans for the things that had happened to her participated.
After the meeting coffee, dough
since arriving ln this country.
dairy shows in August.
We were very delighted to have nuts and cheese were served. The
Kendall Moody and Arthur Jackson are on the refreshment com the opportunity to hear Miss Lu balance of the evening was spent
i in music, singing and games.
mittee for the next meeting which ginger.
There ls some thought of having
The donation march was won by
is on Saturday. April 4.
a Booster Night later on, when the
Brother
Dekker
of
Owi
’
s
Head
Rockland
weather warms up and more will be
Jolly Highlanders met with Jack Grange.
written concerning this when plans
Besides
the
two
speakers
for
the
ie Kaler Monday night and
| program we had a trumpet solo by are formulated.
watched television.
Evening Star Grange
Fertilizer
The girls are meeting Monday. Earlene Grant and readings by Le
Evening Star Grange was host
April 16 with the club agent. Lo ola Robinson and Nettie kenney
of St. George. Also, ’’What grange on the evening of March
Sheet On Recommendations ana S. Shibles to plan dresses for all
Makes
and Breaks A Dictator” by 3 to the Traveling Granges of Ap
style show.
For Use Offered Farmers theMiss
Elizabeth Sawyer ls leader. Letha Munro of Owl’s Head, and pleton, Union, and East Union with
By Extension Service
a story by Irene Pushaw and story an attendance of 58 members
West Rockport
by Edith Willis of Soutfi Hope.
There were 15 from Seven Tree
Carole Lunden assistant leader
What kind and how much fertil
Country Roads were discussed by Grange, Union; 12 from Pioneer,
of
the
Singing
Sewing
Oirls
in
izer to use on various crops is list
Glenice Merrifield of South Hope East Union; and 26 from the host
ed in a recently issued sheet of the West Rockport reports that the and “An Italian At His First Base
Grange Evening Star; three from
Agricultural Extension Service of club voted to send $1 to the Nation- ball Game" by Jeanette Dennison
Medomak Valley, Burkettvllle and
j
al
4-H
center
in
Washington,
D.
the Unlveristy of Maine.
of Mt,. Pleasant.
two from Warren Orange.
Paul N. Mosher, extension crops ' C. Carole says “We also voted to
Also at this meeting we had the
A baked ham supper was served
specialist, says that Maine fanners collect for the Red Cross in our sad duty of draping the charter for
after the meeting. A program was
!
town
and
to
give
$1
from
our
club
may secure free copies of “FertiU| two of our most faithful members furnished by members of both viszer Recommendations for Maine- treasury to the Red Cross.
| who had both attended our last i iting and host granges, consisting
After the buhZness meeting, Mrs.
1953" from their County Agent OU
Traveling Grange at St. George, of music, readings, recitations and
Jaeger or by writing to him at the Harvey Lunden the leader, dem- they were Sister Mary Connolly
; instrated making cream sauce as i and Brother Ernest Winslow. We stunt.
University of Maine. Orono.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Chris
Kinds and amounts of fertUizer sisted by Carol Cash.
! would at this time like to extend tianson, former residents of Wash
!
The
next
meeting
will
be
March
for dry and snap beans, corn, hay
our sympathy to the members of ington, were present and gave sev
or pasture, peas, potatoes, small I 20 at 3.30 with Mrs. Evelyn Merri both families.
eral selections of guitar music.
field
of
the
Extension
Association
grains, and market and home gar
The officers of Mt. Pleasant Florence Calderwood
gave the
den vegetables are listed. The ra giving a demonstration on mea Grange conferred the Third and
closing thought of the evenings
tio, pounds of nitrogen, phosphor suring.”
Fourth Degrees at Wessaweskeag program.
us and potash per acre, and pounds
<'amden
Orange Wednesday with 23 of our
Evening Star Grange has pur
of fertilizer per acre are given.
Elaine Hoffses, secretary of Pine members present and three candi- chased several much needed items
Mosher points out that the intel 14-H Club reports a meeting last i dates.
for grange use. among them a com
ligent use of fertilizer can pay off Wednesday at Felicity Sexton’s
Next Traveling Grangs is at bination wood and gas stove for
for Maine farmers. By making good when the leader, Mrs. Marjorie South Hope March 25.
the kitchen and new linoleum for
use of the proper kinds and Hoffses, showed the girls how to
! the dining room tables. Future
Pioneer
Grange
amounts of fertilizer farmers can measure for a pattern.
' plans are to raise funds for other
By Bernice Young
turn out high yields from each acre
The girls cut out plaid blouses.
' needed items as the need arises,
Pioneer
Grange
entertained
of ground. This cuts down on labor
The next meeting is on March
and necessary funds procured.
costs and results in higher profits. 18 when the girls will cut out plaid Acorn Grange of Cushing at the
We are happy to say that the
last meeting and their Ladies de
Current recommendations on fer dresses.
grange is increasing in both mem
gree
team
conferred
the
Third
and
tilizing fruits and Individual vege
Thomaston
bership and attendance and good
table crops are also available frotn
Rae Clark of Cheerful Homema Fourth Degrees on Norma Hick interest is manifested in the work
county agents and the Extension kers reports Judging contests were man and June Soule.
that is being done this year.
Harvest supper was served after
Service at Orono. Mosher adds.
| held by the Club a week ago ThursOwl’s Head
I day. The seniors Judged hems ln the meeting by the lady officers.
A woman who thinks no man is
By Elisabeth Walker
Guests were present from Acorn,
wool skirts and the juniors did
good tnough for her is often right
The First and Second Degrees
Weymouth, Seven Tree, Evening
holders.
—and more often left.
The leader, Mrs. Eleanor Clark Star and Pleasant Valley Granges. were conferred on two candidates.
It was voted to contribute $2 to William Seavey, Jr„ and Janet
demonstrated the buttonhole maker
i Stewart at the last meeting of
and how to make a draw string the Council ol Churches.
Pioneer Circle meets March 19 Owl’s Head Grange. In the ab
bag.
CLAYT BITLER
at the Grange Hall with pot luck sence of Master Robert Walker, the
Let us hope that the situation dinner. Agnes Esancy and Alfreda degrees were worked by Overseer
Wants to See YOU About
Arthur Decker.
will never get so bad that a man’s Grotton are the hostesses.
TELEVISION
Burleigh Esancy. Agnes Esancy,
A social will be held on April 3
, age will be reckoned by the number
187-tf
Esther sod Lloyd Tohnan, Minnie for the benefit of the Hyde Memo, ot

weekends he has survived.

M.B.C. To Meet

Mt. Pleasant Grange
By Frances Tolman

I

boro Unit of the Maine Artificial
Dairy Breeding Co-operative will
be held at the North Nobleboro
Community Hall, Tuesday, March
17, at 10.30 a. m. All Interested
fanners and friends are Invited to
attend.
The meeting will be presided
over by the local director and vice
president of the state unit, Herbert
Hawes of Union. Merton Newbert
of Waldoboro is technician.
The meeting will consist of re
ports from the bull committee
members, from the manager of the
bull farm, and from the director.
Movies and pictures will be shown.
Extension Dairyman Ralph Cor- ,
bett from Orono, will discuss
"When The Birds Come Home To
Roost.” County Agent Gil Jaeger
will also be on the program.
Election of the 1953 bull com
mittee members and the director
from this area will be held.
Dinner will be served by North
Waldoboro
Women's Extension
Group.

Maine’s poultry industry comple the 1952 Festival and stored away
ted preliminary plans Thursday for more than 20,000 pounds of broil
staging its annual Maine Broiler ers at the public barbecue.
Festival Chairman Percy Free
Festival to be held ln Belfast July
man of Waterville announced that
10 and 11.
members ol the general steering
The Festival, the state’s top July committee for this year’s celebra
vacation attraction, is sponsored by tion would include Ledlie Berry,
the Maine Poultry Improvement Bowdoinham: Waldo Chick, Weils;
Association in co-operation with Paul Zoidis, Bangor; State Agrlpoultry and feed company repre u.ture Commissioner Fred J. Nut
sentatives, state agricultural offi ter; Norris Clements. Winterport;
cials and civic organizations.
F:ank Lipman, Augusta; Ralph
This year's two day Festival will Hunt: Lincolnville; Max Wakely.
aga,n feature the world’s largest Eoston; Ray Smith, Portland; J.
outdoor public chicken barbecue, Rortrt Smyth and Frank Reed of
live chicken, displays, selection of a Orono; Doyle Vautour, Stanley
Poultry Queen, a Festival banquet Fainter and Eileen Batchelder of
and oall, fact-finding conferences | Augusta and James Sfendelson,
and a full round of entertainment Harold Stone, Lawrence Dow, J. S.
attractions.
Holmes. Colonel Lewis Green and
Nearly 10,000 persons attended ■ Clifford Hall all of Belfast.

Grounds The* latter describes
planning for better home grounds,
County Agent's ' tidy grounds, drives and walkes,
lawns, treess and shrub6. This is a
Corner
rial Home for Crippled Children.
: good bulletin with its description
Tillie Hooper was chairman ot
of our trees and shrubs, gives one
the refreshment committee for the
a good idea of what to plant where.
Dear Farmer:
We have also prepared a mimeo
social on Friday, and Carrie Nash
I knew that our mailing lists graphed discussion
of Pruning
will have charge on March 17.
were cut down from last year but Trees and Shurbs on the Home
The First and Second Degrees
I hadn't realized that they were
Grounds, which will help many of
will be conferred at the nex
cut quite so much until we made you in taking care of the grounds
meeting on March 24.
a check of them. We took our 1953
The following Literary Progra , Extension members and compared once they are established.
Two other bulletins of Interest
was presented by Carrie Nash, whe I them with those on our 1953 mailsubstituted as lecturer ln the ab I ing list; found tliat one third of i are. Profits from the Laying Flock,
sence of Thelma Murray: song, My the Extension members were not or our pouitrymen; and for dalryWild Irish Rose; Origin of S? ' on the mailing lists for any of the nen, The Business Side of Dairy
Patrick, read by Evelyn Ross; i letters we send out, meeting no- ing. One for broiler growers is.
tongue twisters by Eller.a Fredette | tices. etc. We should presume that Growing Better Broilers ln Maine.
These are all bulletins that will
Esther Robishaw, Helen Coffey I these people are interested, else
Irene Decker, Cynthia Palmer and : they would not have joined, but help you in doing a better job on
Kay Ross.
somehow, sending in a check sheet your farm or home; as usual they
can be obtained by calling at the
Song, Galway Bay, by Kay Ross slipped their mind.
office, or writing to Box 415. Rock
Bobbie Harvey. Jean Stewart
Of course, it is not too late to be land, Me.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Palmer, Sylvia Raynes and , put on these lists, they are fluid in
Gil Jaeger, County Agent
Patricia Raynes; Irish Jokes by this respect; but it is easier if they
Carrie Nash and closing thought by can be fixed up at once, and helps
BLUEBERRY DUST SCHEDULES
Effie Dyer. The lecturer's march ! to keep office expense down.
The
Maine
Blueberry
Dust
was won by George Niles.
We have been having a series of
Brother Larry O’Dell was escort meetings on, Better Home Grounds. Schedule for 1953 is now off the
ed to the lecturer's station and As a matter of fact, there are only iresses at the University of Maine.
presented with a beautiful birthday . three left on the schedule. The Growers may obtain free coplea
if the schedule, which is printed
cake.
j time to get out and do something
There will be a card party on about this subject is rapidly ap m cardboard and is suitable for
April 5 for the benefit of the proaching, and I would like to call hanging in the kitchen or barn.
Tliey should contact County Agent
Grange.
i jour attention to bulletins which
Oil Jaeger or write the Agricultural
are goo'll helps in this subject.
For social items in The CourierOne is Flower Gardening in Extension Service, University of
Gazette, Phone 1044. City.
tf Maine, the other is. Better Home Maine. Orono.
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PICNIC TURNED INTO REFRIGERATOR

VINALHAVEN
MRS EDWIN MADDOX
Correspondent
Telephone 137

New* and Social Item* Notice* and Advertisement* may be sent
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At St. Peter’s Episcopal Church.
Miss Vivian Hatch arrived Tues- ; Rev. E. O. Kenyon, Rector, Sunday j
Mra Edith Richards is a surgi p. m. the Ladies Circle meets ln
the church vestry followed by the
day from Portland for a few days services: Parish Communion and,
cal patient at Knox Hospital.
visit with her cousin Mrs. Earnest sermon at 9.30; Church School atI
Mrs. Josephine Stone has re regular 6 o'clock supper. Thurs
Conway and family.
turned home after spending a day prayer meeting at 7 o'clock.
11 a. m. and Evensong at 7 p. m
months vacation at Florida.
Sunday School at 9.45 a. m., ln
Harry Ooombs is a patient at the ' Weekday services: Tuesday, Mass
at 7.30 a. m.; Wednesday, Mass at
Veterans Hospital in Togus.
Mrs. Barbara Meuse and son, the Federated Church followed by
Ronald of Woolwich are spending the morning service at 11, the sub
The Five Dukes were entertained 6 a. m.; Thursday. Mass at 8 a. m.
the weekend with her parents Mr ject; "The Given Life.” Anthem,
at the home of Doris Skoog on and Friday, Mass at 7.30 a. m.
and Mrs Harold Vinal before going "If With All Your Hearts” by MenWednesday evening. This being the
At St. Bernard's Church: Sun
to Okinawa where they will live edlssohn. The floral offering will
first time the five young people,
day services are at 8 and 11 a m j
The second lesson in "Sew Easy be taken. The Friendly Circle
had been together since school'
for Beginners" is to be held March meets Tuesday at 7 p. m., with Mrs.
closed last June. Miss Vivian Hatch Dally Mass Is at 6.45 a m. and Con
17 at Mrs. Viola Littlefields house Reilly, Elliot street. Bible Class
of Portland was the guest of honor. fession, Saturday at 330 and I
at 7 p. m. These classes are open Thursday evening.
Rev. W. S. Stackhouse will speak p. m. Sunday Mass at St. James
m
to anyone wishing instructions in
on the subject “The Saddest Word" Church, Thomaston, 9 a
sewing rather a member of the ex
at the morning service, next Sun and 9.30 a. m at the Church of
I
tension association or not. All who (
day at Union Church. There will Our Lady of Good Hope. Camdeii
• * • •
CAMDEN
are planning to attend are asked
be special music by the choir with
Services at the United Pente
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
to contact either Mrs. Mildred
Mrs. Leola Smith organist. The
Correspondent
Harjula. May Newbert or Mrs.
subject of the evening service will costal Church, 58 South Main
Telephone 2197
Mary' Crie for activities concern- j
be “the Books of the Apocrypha.” street, Rev. Harry Hutchins, pas
ing materials and patterns to be
V
The organist will be Mrs. Louise tor: Sunday School. 1 p. m.; Sun
day Worship, 2.30 p. m.; evangelis
taken bo the next meeting.
George H. Thomas left Friday for
Addison.
Photo by Barde
tic services, 7.30 p. m. In both
Mrs. Arlene Starrett has re Boston where he will visit with his
Carl
Williams,
Harvey
Tolman
Ever hear of a picnic turn into refrigerator. That is what happened
turned home from the Maine Gen daughter, Mrs. Stanley MacLeod, to Rorkland District Nurse Eliza Steele. Last summer the American and Richard Williams were Rock- of these Sunday services there will
be visiting students of the Bible
Legion gave her a sum of money to stage a picnic for the underprivileged land victors on Tuesday
eral Hospital, Portland where she and his son, John Thomas.
Polio stopped that, so on Thursday the money was converted
.,
_
Institute, East Providence, R I.,
was a surgical patient.
The Monday Club will meet children.
into a small refrigerator, needed by her to keep medicines, serums.
Mrs' Stssle
Wooster arrived
The Beta Alpha meets Monday March 16 with Mrs. Helga Morse. etc., at proper temperature. From left to right Miss Barbara Castner, Wednesday from Portland and is speaking, playing and singing. Tlie
evening at the home of Mrs Mrs. Lucille Hary will be the R. N„ assistant district nurse. Miss Eliza Steele, district nurse, J. N. a guest of her parents Mr. and Mrs. speaker for these services will be
Franklin Lenentine.
As these
Southard, vice president and Rev. E. O Kenyon, president, Rockland pj.ed clavter.
Blanche Lermond.
reader.
Nursing Association, and Allen Gordon who presented the reefer on be
Edward Vinal is a surgical pa
Mrs. Erdine Chilles entertained students will only be here for two
St. Margaret's Ouild will meet half of Winslow-Ilolbrook-Merritt Post, American Legion.
tient at Knox Hospital
the Knit Wits at her home on services all are invited to hear
Tuesday. March 17. The hostesses
Those here from out of town to will be Miss Ann Boynton and Mrs.
Tuesday evening. Because of sick them. Tuesday, midweek service
attend the Requiem high mass for’ Harold Weymouth.
ness and the very cold weather it at 7.30 p. m. and Thursday Prayer
Success Stories
Mrs. Katherine T. Hardy at St.
was
a small gathering, never-the- and Praise service, 730 p. m.
The Elm Street Reading Club
ROCKPORT
•• • •
James Catholic Church Tuesday,' will meet with Mrs. Irving Johnson
less
those
present had a most en
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH Georgia Town Was In Bad
“
Substance"
Is the subject of the
March 10 were, Mr. and Mrs. Ed The readers will be Mrs. Rose Lejoyable evening, with a delicious
Correspondent
Way But Has Made Good lunch being served by the hostess, Lesson-Sermon which will be read
ward Constantine,
Jr., Carrol Blanc and Mrs. Mae Leadbetter.
Telephone Camden 2483
Smith, Martin Welch, Mr. and Mrs
Recovery
and the evening passed with knit in all Churches of Christ, Scientist
There will be a meeting ot the
on Sunday, March 15. The Golden
J. R Brown, Davis Brown, Mr. and Budget Committee of the Chest
ting and sewing.
Everyone is fascinated by a sucRockport basketball teams (both
Text is from the Book of Ecclesi
Mrs. Horace Brown, Miss Natalie nut Street Baptist Church Mon
Church Night Observance
astes (Ecclesiastes 3:14) “I know
Brown, Mrs. Mary Spark, James , day night, March 18, at the church. 1 boys and girls) won the games that cess story. Making good against
Church
night,
Wednesday
eve

, were played at Wiscasset Thurs- odds is inspiring. America bethat whatsoever God doeth, it shall
Hooper, Miss Anna Hart all of
Brothers Night and Roll Call
ning was in charge of the Vacation
They are the came a great nation because it
be for ever; nothing can be put to
Bangor, Paul O'Donnell of Port- j was observed by Maiden Cliff Re | day evening.
Bible School committee, with Jen
land, Mr and Mrs. Albert P. Smith, bekah Lodge Wednesday night. ' "Chimps" of the Bulwer League, was a land of opportunity and the nie Webster as chairman. The pro it, nor anything taken from it."
Rockport
Is
very
proud
of
them.
right
of
the
individual
to
make
Sunday services at 10.30; SundayMr. and Mrs. Maurice Hardy of Each brother was remembered with
gram follows, hymn- congregation,
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Leavitt of the most of lhose opportunities was prayer, Rev. W. S. Stackhouse; ' school at 11.45; Wednesday night
Haverhill, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. a gift. Following the meeting re
I Old Town were Sunday guests of protected.
Stanley Hardy.
freshments were served.
Scripture Reading, Marion Tol services at 7.30.
The Friendly Circle meets Tues
Buchanan. Georgia, after World man. Hymn, congregation. Prose;
At the
First Congregational Mrs. Vernice Bowden and family
At First Univer.'alist Church (by
day evening with Mrs. Reilly, Elli Church, E. Roy Burchell, minister.
Rockport Town Meeting will be War n was about as near destitute selection and vocal solo, Dorothy
ot street.
Services for the week will be as held Monday, March 16. at the as any community could be ar.d Bennett. Reading. Jennie Webster. the Court House i Rockland, Rev
There will be a young peoples follows; Sunday, March 15, Fourth Town Hall.
stili not become a ghost town. Stories of special interest to young , George H Wood, minister, Rev
D.D, Minister
rally of the Baptist Youth Fellow Sunday in Lent, &.15 a. m., Sunday
Girl Scouts ‘
With a population of about 590 people, Elsie Calderwood. Hymn,1 John S. Lowe
ship of the Lincoln Baptist Asso Church School, 10.30 a. m„ Morn
The Girl Scouts met. Tuesday *4 'a-v *n a declining cotton area congregation.
Benediction, Rev.; Emeritus: Sunday, March 15, will
ciation at the Baptist Church at ing Worship. The sermon topic "Do night at the Baptist Church. The Yo,in« foto werp leavin«
»ek Stackhouse. Following the meeting, feature a guest-of-the-month pro
7 p. m. Monday. Refreshments af I Need the Cross?” is the fourth leaders present were: Mrs. Pearl wcr’c elsewhere.
Mrs. Marjorie Roscoe, Public1 gram at 11 a m., when Miss Alice
ter.
in the Lenten series of "Light From Wheeler, Mrs. Lillian Simonton.
At the end of the war a couple Health Nurse, showed a film on tu Harrison of Boston, director of
Katherine T. Hardy
The Cross.” A nursery Is conducted Miss Pat Upham, Mrs. Betty Me- of veterans who lived in Buchanan berculosis control, in connection Youth Activities of the Universa
Requiem High Mass at St. James each Sunday in the Parish House Into«h and Mrs Eleanor Jaeger.
decided to do something about the with the mass chest x-ray survey list Church of America, delivers a
Catholic Church Thomaston, was during Morning Worship for par Mrs. Simonton’s group, the young- situation. They enlisted the sup- which will be held next Tuesday at sermon of interest to all entitled
held Tuesday morning at 9 for Mrs. ents who wish to attend the ser er ones, were working for their Port 04 townspeople to build a the Town Hall. Refreshments and “The Church Must Minister To
Katherine T. Hardy who passed vice. 11.45 a. m. Membership pre second class badge and they plant- factory- Then they interested a | a social hour followed. Church Youth!” Miss Harriron is being
away Saturday. March 7, at her paration class for young people, ed flower seeds for spring; Mrs. targe shirt manufacturing concern night next week will be in charge interviewed on this Saturday aft
home at 31 Main street, Thomas ages 12 to 18. will be held in the Jaeger’s group worked on their fn teasing the factory. The result of the Elizabeth Hutchinson Class, ernoon at 5 30 over WRKD by Mr
ton. She was born Feb. 22, 1875 at Ministers Study. 4.30 p. m. Choir
Wood, and on Sunday she speaks
cooking and child care badger; ■ was
town literally lifted itself with Corine Bennett as chairman.
East Hampden. Me., the daughter rehearsal. 5.30 p. m. Pilerij^ Fel
to the Men’s Class at 10 a. m, and
Night Hawks Met
Mrs. McIntosh's group worked on ' by its boot straps out of oblivion
of John F. Welch and Bridget lowship meets at the Parish house.
will
conduct a discussion group of
Hundreds
of
local
people
were
Mrs. Cleo Shields was hostess to
their sewing badge and Mrs
Clark Welch. In 1897 on Sept. 4
Universalist young people at Tn?
Wednesday, March 18. 10 a. m.,
Wheeler's older group were work employed in the factory Within the Night Hawks on Wednesday
she was married to Frank P. Har The Ladies Circle meets at the
Manse. 63 Talbot avenue at a sup
ing on their “Home Nurse" badge a year there was money to pave night for an evening of knitting
dy and they resided at Bangor for Parish House; 730 p. m. Lenten
the court house square, build a new and rug making. Mrs. Gregory per meeting to be held there Sun
Meg
Dietz
gave
a
talk
on
the
several years. The past 15 years Vesper Service. The meditation to
Biptist church, a movie theatre, Claytor gave a talk on knitting day evening at 6 p. m. as arranged
they have made their home at pic for the evening will be “Dis- “History of Scouting” in obeerva new drug store and a dry clean ana a demonstration of the various by Louise Veazie, Church of Im
Thomaston. She is survived by her mas, The Penitent Thief." 8.15 p. gr.caFof the Girl Scout Birthday
ing plant. A baseball club was Stltcnes used, then modeled sever manuel Youth adtlior, and Mrs
and
Florence
Frye,
gave
a
report
husband Frank P. Hardy, one aon m. The Women's Fellowship meets
formed. Young people stopped ml- al items of clothing, which she has Beatrice E Wood.
Arnold of Thomaston, one sister at the Parish House after the Ves of theh church attendance Sun
In the evening at 7.30, a halfknitted recently. The hostess served
grat'ng to cities.
day.
when
the
Scouts.
Brownies
and one brother, four grandchil per Service.
hour devotional service for all will
a
very
tasty
lunch
with
the
table
The story of Buchanan. Georgia
dren, one great grandchild and sev
The church Is open each day and their leaders attended the
be held ln the church introduced
is significant for two reasons. prettily decorated ln keeping with
eral nieces and nephews. Burial during the week to anyone for Methodist Church ln a body.
by piano and organ duos by Miss
St. Patrick's Day.
First
lt
shows
that
this
country
is
Tire remainder of the evening
was at Mt. Hope cemetery. Bangor. prayer and meditation. “Enter,
Dorothy Lawry and Mrs Nathaliewas spent in playing games which !
a 'and of opportunity, and
Rest and Pray."
Church News
CHARLES I,. CHANTAL
Snow, followed by a Coffee fellow
were
taught
by
Mrs.
Simonton's
!
secondly
it
shows
that
local
prob

Charles L. Chantal died Wednes ship hour in the vestry arranged
Mass will be celebrated at St.
and Miss Upham's group This : Lems can be solved without subsi- day, March 11 In Waldoboro after
TENANT’S HARBOR
James Catholic Church at 9 a. m„
by a Mission Circle committee, to
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Rawley en i’?e helps them in working for : dles or handouts. We need more a short illness. He was born in be followed by a class of Instruc
i Buchanans
Services at St. John's Episcopal tertained recently In honor of the their second class badge.
Charleston, Mass, the son of tion. The Greeters of the Day are
Church Sunday at 8 a. m., followed sixth birthday anniversary of their
Charles L. and Martha Chase Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Linekin. and
Jolly Five Club
j
AH ATIIUIPIIC
by Sunday School at 10 a. m., dur niece, Paulyne McBrine. Games
Jolly Five Club met Wednesday;
MATINILUS
Chantal and had lived there for a the ushers of the day arc Ray
ing lent, Evensong will be held at were enjoyed by the young folks, afternoon at the home of Mrs
Leon L. Young is a patient in a number of years before moving to mond Perry, ohairman, William
630 p. m., followed by a picnic after which they attended movies Mildred Easton, Camden. Present Connecticut hospital for a few .Valdobcro He was retired. Mr Weed. Stuart Burgess and Stanleysupper and an informal discussion at Rockland. Refreshments, sand from Rockport were Mrs. Helena
weeks. His many friends wish for j Chantal w as a memberof King
Payson. All persons are welcome
him a KPepdy recovery.
| Solomon Lodge AFAcAM, Waldo- at the two services.
at the parish hall.
wiches. punch, ice cream and cake Kenney and daughter Janice. The
Sunday School at 9.45 a. m., at' were served. A birthday cake was ext meeting will be held Wednes- ! The Sunbeam was here Sunday , bor.;
the Baptist Church followed by made and presented to Paulyne by day. March 18. at the home ofnight and Mr. Bousefield
preached, Surviving is
his wife, Frances
The Pratt Memorial Methodist
morning service at 11. The subject; Mrs. Arthur Hupper. Decorations Mrs. Dorothy Young, Camden.
the sermon with Mr. Forbes offer- ' Castner Chantal.
Church. Merle S. Conant, minister,
“Critics and Criticism." Sunday at were in keeping with St. Patricks
ing prayer. Miss Edith Drury of j Funeral services will be held on will hold its worship service at
Thimble Club Met
7 p. m., a religious film entitled Day. Present were Sharon and Alan
the Mission Staff was present and Sunday. March 15 at the Waltz 10.30. when Mr Conant will preach
The Thimble Club met Wednes“Golgotha." Monday night a young Hupper, Stephen Lowell, Mary El
told a Bible story to the children.: Funeral Home. Waldoboro, at 1.00 on the subject "Sunday, the Holy
3t.
MrS 2J°Ul'e The Sunbeam went to Rockland P- m. Interment will be in the Day." Mrs Austin Davis will play
peoples youth rally of the Baptist len Huntley and Carolyn 8mith.
Youth Fellowship of the Lincoln Karon Kvorjah of Thomaston was Cavanaugh on West street. Dinner early Monday morning, aocompan- Brookland Cemetery
"Grand Chorus in A-minor,” byBaptist Association will be held at unable to be present. Paulyne re was served with the table decora ied by Mr. Forbes, Clifford Young 1 ---------------------------------------------- Cummings, "The Day Of Rest' by
the Baptist Church at 7 p. m. The ceived many nice gifts and cards. tions in observance of St. Pat- ! and Charles Thompson, later going ,
Whiting, and "Temple March" byOne guest. Mrs
Bar Harbor where Mr Forbeg
dim, “Golgatha" will be shown, re
Rev. and Mrs. Franklin Keehl- ricks Day.
SOCIAL DANCE
Kern The choir will sing "O Lord
Charles
Reed
of
Massachusetts
was
has
cnU
,
red
a
for
ffledlcal
freshments after. Monday evening wetter and son of Bridgewater, are
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mcst Holy” by Reed. Mr. Pavone
GRANGE
HALL
the Beta Alpha meets with Mrs. guests of Rev. and Mrs. Millard ?resent
treatment.
will present as his solo O Rest In
EVERY SATURDAY
The next meeting will be held
Blanche Lermond. Wednesday at 2 Gile.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Philbrook
Music by the Nor’easters
The Lord" by Mendelssohn. Tlie
Cpl. Roger Barter of Fort Story, Wednesday. March 18 at the and Mr. and Mrs. Prank Thomp Donation 50c Everyone Welcome
Church School will meet at 11
Vlr., is spending a 15-day furlough home of Mrs. Elizabeth Lowell, son and daughter Than, went to ____
32-ltl o’olock. The Youth Fellowship will
ARTESIAN WELLS
Union
street.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nor
Camden Tuesday to spend a few
meet at 5.30 in the vestry. The
man Barter.
LEWIS HERBERT & SON
a
kid
from
days at ,he Pbilbrook's home there. .wntwtWViVWMWWj Kola Klub Discussion Group will
You can always keep
Perley Trask, who has been a pa
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
Orrla Phllbrok went * Rockrt/t
2
tient at Bluehlll Hospital, has re reading a vile moderni book by
Islesboro
TH. Dark Hbr. 74-3 turned home much improved in telling him it is instructive
tJve
land Tuesday.
Camden Theatre
55tf
Alvah Ames has gone to New. B
health.
«
Bedford, Mass, for several days.
2 WALDOBORO—TEL. IN £
Now! $120 Cash Nite
Dorian Ames
lea went‘ •to °a
Rockland IS
2every Evening at 8.00. Matinee. 2
The Kings of the Hoop in a
Wednesday
night.
^Saturday
at
2.00.
Sunday
at
S.Otp
on
business
Full-Length Fun Hit!
GAME PARTY
There’s Nothing Hotter Than
Florence Bearce haa moved her ' 2
TV INSTALLATION COMPANY
LAST TIME TODAY
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT household goods to Wheaton’s 2
“THE HARLEM
At the
MARCH 14
Island.
2
239 MAIN ST. (Hear)
ROCKLAND, ME
GLOBETROTTERS
”
Emily Philbrook has been spend- 2 James Stewart, Janet Leigh
American Legion Home
Plus Johnny Weismuller as
TEL. 4920 - 1682
lng a few days with her grandpar- 2 Robert Ryan, Ralph Maeker ln g
MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
JUNGLE JIM in
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Phil- 2
"THE NAKED SPUR”
®
FREE Bus leaves Wood's Taxi
“
VOODOO
TIGER”
ALL ANTENNA INSTALLATIONS ARE
brook.
Station. Winter St..' at 7.00 and
and Ch. 6 of “BLACKHAWK"
SUNDAY
AND
MONDAY
leaves Legion Home at 10.30.
QUOTED AT THE LOWEST PRICES WITH
Shows at: 2.00—6.30—8.30
It will be a great day for our {
MARCH 15-16
Game Starts 7.30 P. M.
THE BEST QUALITY MATERIALS
STARTS TOMORROW
country
when
congress
can
find
out
J
3-S-tf
Dean Martin. Jerry Lewis In
Oui, Whee! It's a Happy.Asas much about the lobyists as the j
"THE STOOGE"
We Carry Complete Stock of:
lobbyists know about Congres*.
!
Springtime Musical Spree!
Rotors, Guy Wire, Lead Wire, Boosters,
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
2
7

I Eleanor Cote Howard, with Mrs
j Faith Berry at the organ; ln the
evening Mrs. Mary Lawry will pre
side at the piano, and fa
miliar hymns will be featured. UCY
will be omitted due to the special
meeting of the Universalist Youth
to greet their national youth
leader.
Appointments for the week lnI elude: Monday the Boy Scout
I Troop 206 will meet at the church
at 7, and the Board of Deacons will
meet at the parsonage at 7.30;
Wednesday the circle supper will
be served at 6.15 and the choir will
[ rehearse in the auditorium at 7
p
m.; Thursday the Diligent
Domes will meet at 2.30 and the
Odds and Ends at 7.30; Friday
the Men's Association will eat at
6.30, with the Odds and Ends serv
ing the meal, and the speaker will
be the Rev. E. R Burchell, Cam
den Congregational pastor, and
twice a chaplain in the armed
forces of our country.
• • • •
The Sunday evening worship
service at the South Thomaston
Methodist Church will be held at
7 o’clock. Rev. Merle S. Conant
will preaoh on the theme "Sun
day, the Holy Dav’’ The Fourth
Quarterly Conference will be held
after the evening service on
• March 22

meet ln the church vestry on Sun
day evening at 8 o'clock. Mr.
Conant will conduct the ditcusaion
period. The Boy Scouts will meet
on Monday night at 7 o’clock ln
the vestry. The discussion group
will meet with Cheever and Inez
Ames on Tuesday night. March 24.
The group will be omitted on next
Tuesday A Family Night supper
will be held Wednesday night at
6 o’clock in the vestry. The ses
sion of the Fourth Quarterly Con
ference will follow. C. D Went
worth. the District Superintend
ent will speak and preside for the
business sesrion. An all-day sew
ing meeting will be held on Thurs
day in the vestry. Ivy Chatto.
Marjorie MacParland. and Fannie
Dew arc the committee. The Kola
Klub will have a meeting on Thurs
day night with a supper at 630
and a speaker. The committee for
the Kola meeting will be Charles
and Carol Jillson and Earl and
Margaret Simmons.
The choir
will rehearse on Friday night at
7 o'clock.
•• • •
Sunday services at the First
Baptist Church will open with the
At
the Littlefield
Memorial
meeting of the prayer groups at Baptist
Church Sunday.
Rev.
10 15, preceding the morning wor James W. Dagino, minister, will
ship service at 1030. There has preach at the Morning Worship
been a marked increase of attend Service 10.30, subject of the ser
ance at this service as the Church mon, “The Saviour of the World.”
Membership Revival program con At 11.45, Bible School for all ages;
tinues this month with a goal of 6.00 P. M.. Baptist Youth Fellow
80": of the chfirch members pres ship and at 7.15, Sunday Evening
ent The sermon by the pastor, Worship Service with the Youth
Rev J. Charles MacDonald, will be Choir singing. There will be the
on the subject. "The Lamps Of old favorite hymn sing, special
God.” During the morning serv music, and a brief to the point
ice small children will be eared message by the pastor, “The Great
for in the nursery. All depart est Days of Jesus' Life.”
ments of the Church School will
Monday at 7.30 p. m., at Thommeet at 12 The Ambassadors for
Christ meeting at 6 will be led by 1 aston Baptist Church the Lincoln
Mildred Copeland. A prayer period Baptist Association BYF will meet;
at 7 will precede "The Gospel : Tuesday, 7 30 p m.. Prayer MeetStory Hour" at 7.16
This will ! ing in the vestry; Wednesday, 7 p.
open with the hymn-sing, then the f m., Ladies Aid will meet with Mrs.
broadcast portion from 7.30 to 8 Vivian Lord and Mrs. Eva Chaples
will Include special music by the i at home 110 Camden St.; Thurs
choir and a ladies double duet. Mr. day, 10 a. m., all-day Missionary
MacDonald will be giving the sec Meeting of the Women's Society.
ond in his series of messages on Mrs. Katherine Cross is the host
"Seven Immortal Words.” with the ess. Mrs. Millard Gile of Tenant s
subject this Sunday, 'The Word Harbor will be the speaker of the
of Decision.’ 'On Tuesday the afternoon; 2.CO-9 16 p. in.. Bible and
Happy Prayer and Praise meeting Missionary Conference in Camden
will be held at 7.30. and on Fri at the Baptist Church; Friday after
day the Junior Ambassadors will school the Pilgrim group ot Pioneer
girls will meet with Mrs Kendrick
meet at 3.30.
Dorman at her home on Warren
At the Church of the Nazarene, street.
• • • •
Rev. Oakley E. Woodward, pastor,
At the Owl's Head Eaptist
services Sunday as follows: Sunday
School at 9 45; Morning Worship Chapel, Rev James W Dagino,
at 10.45 followed by Communion pastor, Sunday at 9 a. in.. Morn
services; N.YFfl. at 6 p. m, and ing Worship Service, sermon sub
evening evangelistic services at ject. "The Saviour of the World";
7.30. The midweek prayer meeting 1C 15 a. m., Bible School for all ages
is on Wednesday night at 7 30 On and Thursday, 7.30 p. m.. Prayer
Thursday night at 7 the N.F.MB. Meeting at the church.
will meet at the home of Arthur
Peters, 23 Florence street, the let
ter M will be for the Scirpture Roll
Call
At the Congregational Church,
lev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor.
Worship at 1045 and at 7.30, with
morning sermon "The Second Word
from the Cross," and evening medi
tation "Discipleship and Problems."
Church School classes at 930 for
third graders and over, and at
10.30 for those younger. The choir
wll present “Te Deum" by Arthur
Foote under the direction of Mrs

...............
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HtlP
CRIPPLED CHILDREN
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SUNDAY and MONDAY

SUN MON. TUES

"TILL MURDER I»O US PART"
. . . with her lips she kidded
him into love . . . with her lies
she 'ed him into a fatal trap!

GUILTY LOVE!
...nakedt5' "
drama!

^WALDO THEATRE^

MARCH 17-18
£
William Holden, Alexis Smith,
*
Edmond O'Brien In

Antenna Mounts, Ground Wire and Rods,

Lightning Arrestors, Single and All-Channel
Antennas, Masts, Etc.

BIG COUNTRY DANCE
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SEE US FIRST FOR TV RECEIVER
SERVICE AND ACCESSORIES

GLOVER HALL, WARREN

— SERVICE ALL MAKES —

LAURA MUNROE, CALLER

SPECIAL—Regency Boosters, Reg, 32.50.

ADM. ONLY 50c

RUBBER STAMPS
ANY SIZE

On Order at

Warren Lion* Club

NOW ONLY
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ROBERT MITCHUM
JEAN SIMMONS
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ALSO—MONDAY NIGHT

HONEY—QUIZ

"THE TURNING POINT"
2
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Tonight March 14) at 8.30

7“ HOWARD HUGHES
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WRAMK

MEISON-LOVLJOY VEVt
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— . HEN?Y BLAMKf.
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Cash Prizes at 8.15
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Paris

ENDS SATURDAY
MARK STEVENS

TODAY—Van Johnson

“TORPEDO ALLEY”

“Confidentially Connie”
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B.P.W. Affairs

Guest Preacher

—

Club To Obtain Floats For
Festival Parade; Serve
In Bloodmobile Visit

Social Matters
Barbara Jo Vinal, daughter of
Mr, and Mrs Josef Vinal, Granite
street, celebrated her fifth birth
day Thursday afternoon with a
circus party at her home. Prizes
ln the donkey game and candy kiss
hunt were won by Steven Miller.
Barbara Jo received many nice
fgifts. Refreshments included two
birthday cakes made by her aunts
Mrs Donald Goss and Mrs. Silas
Watts. Invited guests were: Steven
and Jacquelyn Miller, John Glover.
Betty Duff, Marcia Wasgatt, Sandra
Sanborn,
Jean
Barnard.
Cheever Ames II, Eugene and
Richard Goss and Sheila Vinal.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge will ob
serve “Brothers Night" March 17.
Clifford and Eleanor Achorn, Lloyd
and Orace Jameson and Carl Cha
ples make up the committee for the
event. Supper and entertainment ls
to be furnished by the brothers.
They plan to serve a scallop stew
A supper at 6.30 p. m„ and for the
* fun part of the meeting there will
be a Scotch auction. All members
attending are urged to come well
prepared with gifts and loads of
pennies. Sewing Circle will meet at
2 p. m., with rehearsal for Past
Noble Grands after the evening
meeting.

Mrs. Middleton of Oak street and
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Massey of Del
aware were recent guests of Mrs.
Tina Christie and sons at Vinal
haven.
The meeting of the Chapin Classs
of the Universallst Church will be

^omitted next Tuesday.
The Methodist Missionary So
ciety will meet in the Church
Thursday afternoon at 2 30. Mrs
Virginia Chatto will be the devo
tional leader and Miss Harriet
Trask program chairman.
Thc Rounds Group of the Con
gregational Church entertained the
Church Choir at a St. Patricks
party Thursday evening In the
church parlors with 50 present. Mr.
and Mrs. Sherman .Rutter showed
colored glides of their trip to the
West last summer which were
greatly enjoyed
Tliose receiving
g, white elephant favors f ere Mrs
Eleanor Cote Howard and Mrs
Faith Berry for Easter hats: Rev
Charles R Monteith Mrs Frances
Bicknell and Mrs Harold Leach
animal modeling: Mrs. Basil Stin
son, Mrs. Harold Leach. Miss San
dra Strickland, Mrs Faith Berry
Mrs Chauncey Keene and Mr:Elmo Crozier, plate drawings. Mrs
Frederick Cates was chairman of
refreshments and was ass-sted by
members of the Rounds Group

Look on page two of today's issue
and see the complete story cf the
perfectly amazing new Bendix
Washer-Dryer. Many pictures and
careful descriptive matter appears
ff for the modern household miracle
labor saver. Efficient, economical
and a miracle worker indeed to end
housework drudgery.
Turn to
Page 2. See your Bendix dealer
for information or write to Nelson
& Small, distributors at 68-78
Union street, Portland.

BEADS RESTRUNG
BY MRS. DANIELS
At the Laurie, Opp. Post Office
Pearl Beads Knotted
Crystal. Gold or Silver Chain

________________________ 29-3-35

Mr and Mrs Donald Crie. Mrs
Pred Fernald, Mrs. Wilpas Sallinen, Walter Spear and Mrs. Leo
Martel of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Spear of Union and Mrs. Mary
Stevens of Portland attended the
funeral services of their aunt, Mrs
Laura Genthner in Bath on Wed
■ nesday morning.

It was voted at the last meeting j
I of the Knox Hospital Auxiliary to j
hold card parties at the homes of
: the members to raise money for the
Mrs. Francis Pearson
1 hospital.
and Mrs. Frank Carsley held a
party in their homes on Wednesday
afternoon.

LAWRY
Mrs Kenneth Winchenpaw and
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver motored to
Port Clyde last Tuesday with
Llewellyn Oliver where he took the
boat to Monhegan Island, where
he Is a teacher in the public
schools.
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver with her
aides. Bertha Jameson as Grand
Senior and Annie Doe as Grand
manager and Llewellyn Oliver as
pianist, went to Thomaston last
Friday where Mrs Oliver installed
the officer of Mayflower Temple,
Pythian Sisters. The 27th Mrs
Oliver, with her aides will go to
Warren where she will install the
officers of Crescent Temple. P. S
Mrs. Wardell McFarland who hxbeen confined to her home by Ill
ness, ls able to be out again.
Miss Gladys Lawry is visiting
with her parents, Mr and Mrs
Alden Lawry.
Ira Oliver Is confined to his home
with a severe cold.
Mrs. Elden Cook called on Lot
tie Pitcher and Mrs. Kathleen
Delano onc day recently.
Mrs Charles Harriman and
daughters Judy and Dale were
guests of relatives in Boothbay
one day recently.
Mrs Albion Wotton who has
been quite 111, Is better at this writ
ing.
Acorn Grange went to East
Union Tuesday evening when thev
worked the third and fourth de
grees There were 29 from Acorn
Grange. Those from Friendship
were, Mr. and Mrs Cyrus Delano
Mr and Mrs. Perley Benner, Gert
rude Oliver. Mr. and Mrs Albert
Orff. Mr ai d Mrs. Crosby Prior
Lena Orne. Mrs. Annie Doe and
Mrs Florence Burns.
The hosts of friends of Ernest
Winslow who was a resident of
this town when a young man. were
shocked at his sudden death. Much
sympathy is extended to hln rela
tives.
Sidney Carter has had an arte
sian well drilled with a good sup
ply of water.
Mr and Mrs. William Pottle
and Mrs. Julia Wotton and Mrs
Kenneth Winchenpaw were in
Rockland one day recently

Just to give one an idea of the
size ot the Whltmarsh estate house
rooms, the main living room, whit h

is to be an assembly hall and sub

primary room, is shown above.
Little actual remodeling ts nec
essary to put the building to schorl

use, due to the size of the rooms.
Generally, the

lent. A partition added, or one re

moved, here and there will make
the changes necessary to care for

all school needs.
Left—the

large

kitchen

ready for UBe in the

is all

a rocking chair for the cook in off
hours. Both coal and gas ranges
are there with a better than aver

age stock of utensils.

At the right Ls the upstairs hall

floor area of most homes. In fact,
the stairs are wide enough to drive

a Jeep up and down. There will be
classrooms to the left of the picture
and in areas reached from the
foreground. To the rear, the pas

sageway leads to the wing which

will accommodate the school's fac
ulty.
The building was constructed In

1926 at a cost of $225,000 and would

cost a half million dollars or more
to build now. In the basement are
two water storage tanks with a
capacity of 25,000 gallons.

Manager

Raymond

M.

Urquhart and the schools officials,
selectmen and committee members
are now working on plans for the

remodeling of the building. Cost of
remodeling and adding a heating
plant will run. perhaps to $45,000.
Summer residents arc contributing

I the costs of turning the mansion
into a community school.
(Continued From Pare One)

Harbor Tuesday night.
Carl Swanson is visiting relatives
in Quincy. Mass
Herbert Maker has returned from
Lannon, Wisconsin, where he was

Miracle Tarnish Remover

EASY-AID

cleaner

,.
Just

Dip anti

Rinse

MARfTIMe-J;

FllELKlDf

Silver Sparkles in Seconds

*

OUE OIL HEATS HOMES

Save hours of time liquid EASY-AID
does not scratch or wear . . . Cleans
tarnish from ornate patterns where
other cleaners cannot reach. Non-toxic
—non-flammable. Clean hollow ware
or large flat pieces with special free
EASY-AID applicator. Excellent for
gold, copper, brass or jewelry.
Economical—retains its strength to the

EXACTLY EISWT -

HAVE COZY COMFORT

n/v .A kin

last drop.

I*ez. bottle

employed. While here he is the
guest of Mr and Mrs. Russell
Stanley.
Mrs. Lillian Butler and Mrs Bar
bara Hoeck are employed at the
J. J Newberry store at Rockland.
Robert Dennison E T3. aboard
the Coast Guard Cutter Barataria,
spent a week end leave with his
parents, Mr and Mrs Wilbur Den
nison.
Judy Dennison Is confined to J
her home with chicken pox
School Note*
We welcome back Sheridan Lewis
after an absence due to illness
Barbara Savoy had a birthday !
this month
!
|
I
ADMIRAL
EMERSON !
OAFEHART
MOTOROLA

[
I
Make sure your home has
even warmth all the time . . .
see about our quality Fuel
Oil NOW A phone call to
1371 wUl see to ft.

I
i

32-lt

MARITIME-

*

0«L COMPANY

DEGREE-DAY

SENTER* CRANE'S

PAWKJY KOCKA.ANQ

>71,7*1

I

PiTjT

BITLER CAR &
HOME SUPPLY
474 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
"We Service Wh»4 Wo 9ell*
6-U

Barbara Jarrett and Richard
Wall have brought ln record* for
us to enjoy
Rosemary Curtis and Gary
Radrliff have been neithehr absent
nor tardy for 24 weeks.
Ramona Lewis, Raymond Den
nison and Sheridan Lewis have
brought in story books to share
with the group.

Miss Alice Harrison Guest-of-the
Month at the Universalist Church.
Rockland, this Sunday. March 15,
will give the sermon "The Church
Must Minister To Youth" at 11 a.
m. Mcrning Worship service, con
ducted by the minister. Rev. G. H.
Wood.
Miss Harrison, Director of Youth
‘"tivities for
the Universallst
Church of America, educator and
author, has written a devotional
manual and contributed course ma
terial to numerous books and
pamphlets in the field of religious
education, she has traveled widely
in England. Holland and Germany
in the interests of better under
standing between the youth of
Europe and the United States. She
was a pioneer in setting up com
munity schools
for leadership
training ln the field of religious ed
ucation. and is from Boston.

PLEASANT POINT
Miss Beverly Vose daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vose is recover
ing from a tonsilectomy operation
which she underwent last week at
Miles Memorial Hospital.
Charlie Stone Is having an arte
sian well drilled.
Mr. and Mrs. William Dulap and
family of Freeport, were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Seven

ST. GEORGE
Robert Gregory’s telephone num
ber has been changed from 56-2?
to 62-22.
Mrs Marion Barnes is employed
at the home of Winslow Robinson

Arthurr Kinney ar.d family have
| moved to Rockland.
Cyrus Hilt is repairing the in
terior of his sun-porch
Mrs Ardie Thcmas has the flu
Miss Charlotte Buffum. chairman
1 of the Volunteer Civilian Defense Mr Thomas was back to work
j Women, purchased an orange juioe this week.
Frank G. Taylor has had a tele
squeezer for the first floor. The
i women who chipped in were Miss phone installed at hls residence.
j Buffam, Mrs. Faith G Berry, Mrs.
( Elsie A. Munsey, Mrs. Thomas three da.vs. April 21. 22 and 23. 1953
Chisholm, Mrs. Alice Conant. Mrs at Central Maine General Hospi
Laura Buswell and Mrs. Mary B tal. Lewiston. The purpose of thc
Farnsworth.
course is to consider and demon
grim
strate ways whereby nursing p:acDr. Hugo Hochschild of North tice may be Improved through an
( Haven spent Monday visiting Knox understanding of the concepts,
Hospital, discussing problems with skills, and attitudes essential in the
: the members of the Medical Staff rehabilitation process Also to be
I and checking tests in the Labora- come aware of how the community
i tory Department.
resources may be utilized in a plan
-KCOH—
for patient rehabilitation. Any nur
The spring meeting of the Cen ses interested ln this course may
tral Maine Bingham Council has secure applications at Knox Hos
been called for March 17 at 2.30 p pital.
m„ in the Conference room at the
Central Maine General Hospital.
Mrs. Alma Stinson relief reepElection of officers will take place tionist. was absent due to illness
during this meeting. Dana S and Miss Margaret Nutt covered
Thompson as president, will con during this period.
duct the meeting.
Endurance records don't seem
The Regional Nursing Education unusual in a land where everybody
Center will conduct a course on has kept at it until they found a
“Rehabilitation In Nursing" for parking space.

which is larger than the entire

Town

Miss Alice Harrison

school hot

lunch program, complete even to

CLARK ISLAND
Mr and Mrs Charlie Cliaple'
were guests of Mr and Mrs. Her
man Eckburg in Wollaston re
cently. They were accompanied
by Ellis Hergstrom cf Criehaven
Mrs Violet Maker spent Wed
nesday with Mrs. Walter Yattaw
in Rockland.
Ernest Swanson has returned to
work at Sim's Lobster Pound in
Spruce Head.
Ramona Lewis, Barbara Jarrett
and Shirley Swanson attended the
4-H Club meeting in Tenant's

condition of the

walls,, celling and floor are excel

The Rockland Business and Pro- i
fessional Women's Club held their!
regular monthly business meeting [
at the Farnsworth Museum Wed-1
nesday evening. Two names were i
presented for membership by the
chairman of the membership com
mittee. Mrs Arlene Williams.
President Cross asked all mem
bers interested in attending the
Spring Board Meeting at the Elm
wood Hotel. Waterville. April 11.
to please give their names to Joyce
Champlin by March 25.
It was voted to accept duty in ]
the Ground Observer Corps when
ever needed. It was also announced
that six clerical workers would be
supplied to help with the Mobile
Blood Donor Unit which will be at
the American Legion Home March
23 from 12 p. nx to 6 p. m.
The Club voted unanimously to
accept the chairmanship of the
floats for the Maine Seafoods Fes
tival Parade A committee will be
appointed at the April 8 meeting
and announced at that time.
Mrs. Joyce Champlin reported
that the next meeting March 25
would be under the direction of the
legislation committee. At this time,
Seth Low and Miss Dorothy Lawry.
representatives to the Legislature
from Rockland will be the speakers.
This meeting will be open to mem
bers and guests.
Directly following the business
meeting, a circus party was held In
the lower gallery. The committee
in charge is as follows: Miss M.
Lucille Nason, Mrs. Virginia Knight,
Miss Madeline Philbrick. Mrs.
Dorothy Folta, Mrs. Irene Adolph
sen. Miss Winifred Ramsdell. Miss
Margaret Crockett and Mrs. Ruth
Cross

Supervising Committee

At town meeting this month, a
committee was selected to work
with the selectmen, town manager
and the school committee ln the
remodeling of the estate into a
school. This group is at work now
and preliminary plans have been
subm.tted by the architects for the
remodeling job

Attendance Pin*

No Finer Building

At the Clark Island Sunday
School attendance pins were recently awarded. Those qualifying
for ?o!d Pins for one -vear's at"
cr.dance were: Sylvia Maker. Barb‘ra
Lorna Trask. James
M°rri*Ni and Stephen Jarrett.
Those receivinng gold wreaths
tor two years' attendance were
Shirley Swanson, Sandra Lewis,
Ramona Lewis and Sheridan Lewis.
Each member has been takinng a
turn leading the devotional part
of the service.
James Turner has been a new
and faithful Janitor this winter.
Victor Mahar is a new member.
Those hawing perfect attend
ance since the reopening in September are Ramona and Sheridan
Lewis and James Turner.
This Sunday School has no sup
port from any source, except the
contributions of the children, and
any person wishing to contribute
to it, ln any way, can do so at the
post office.

No finer structure can be found
on the campus of any select pri
vate school than that ln which the
youngsters of Islesboro will study
! in the years ahead.
It all comes about through the
iileasant relations between summer
estate owners and townspeople
over the years which is shown by
Mrs Whitmarsh’s generous gift
and those made by other summer
' folks who are supporting the re; modeling program.

APPLETON
March 18. Community Club Bldg
. Appleton, Mr Zeitler. chairman of
1 Brunswick Chapter. Red Cross and
vice chairman National Fund Drive
will give a talk on Red Cross: also
| several films will be shown.
kYAWNAWXWVCWAWSXY

GIRLS WANTED
At the

Rockland Poultry Company
Apply in Person
41 TILLSON AVENUE

30-33
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by

Gladys S. Heistad

Several Mho
heard
Carroll pride, the Guamerius is also a
Olenn at Camden in our second grave responsibility and is seldom
out of it s owners sight. When si
Community Concert remarked that
lent, it lies swathed in silk, in a
they did not like the tone pub lily specially constructed, case thickly
of her violin as well as that of lined with velvet.”
Dorothea Powers' and wondered if
I am reminded ln writing this
it were a rare instrument. It was
that the Guamerius is the choice
natural to believe that it was a
of some of our most famous violin
rare instrument since a violinist of
ists fcr use ,n large concert hails.
Miss Glenn's attainments would
A Stradivarius. however, they all
scarecly play an Inferior violin.
concede has a much more beautiful
However, it was interesting to read
tone, but hasn't the real body for
over some publicity sent me by
large hails that the Guamerius
Columbia Artists information per
possesses. I believe Kreisler is one
taining to her violin. Why don't I
who alternates his violins this way,
quote from this publicity since lt
and it k, not unlikely that Heifetz
tells the whole story.
does, too.
“For many years Carroll Olenn
Carroll Olenn wore a stunning
dreamed of playing a rare violin,
gown
in her Camden concert, and it
but it was not until sne had won
all four of the major prizes oflered may interest you to know that she
to musicians in the United States achieved a reputation, not only as
and proved her artistry in perform a great artist, but as one of the
ances w.th the country's major best dressed women in the artistic
symphony orchestras.
that the world. "Attract . . . but never dis
masterwork came into her hands. tract," this is the basic pattern of
Now she proudly displays a parch all stage gowns she wears. She usu
ally ucsigns her own gowns, cre
ment which reads.
“ 'I certify that the violin sold ating them on the principle that,
this day to Mrs Carroll Olenn List, while stage clothes must have eye
of New York City is a work of Jo appeal, they must never veer audi
seph Ouarnerius del Oesu of Cre ence attention from a flow of beau
mona; it bears the original label tiful tone. Her gowns are of the
dater 1743.' the violin was for many utmeft simplicity, with seldom a
years a part of the famous Walton frill or furbelow attached, for, as
Collection in Boston which was Miss Gleen explains, unbroken lines
acquired in its entirely by Emil are mandatory for a woman violin
Herman. New York dealer, in 1944 ist. The play of light and atten
It is a 'fine and characteristic tion on such feminine flatteries as
fringes,
etc.,
speclman of the great master's late peplums ruffles,
period, ln a high state of preserva makes them distracting influences,
tion and of outstanding tonal and therefore, rules them out.
According to Miss Glenn's exper
qualities.' ’’
When at the Juiiliard School of ience, glittering pastel colors are
Music, where she was the youngest best for stage wear, with the exceppupil ever enrolled, she was playing t.on of certain blues which fade
a half-size violin. Embarrassed under stage lighting. White or
because her fellow students played blaex she approves, but there's a
larger Instruments, she pleaded limitation—black is not good for
because lt
for a three-quarter dimension and orchestral concerts,
quickly mastered it, although she draws the soloist too closely into
was small for her age and the the color pattern of the ensemble
three-quarter size was a bit un- i Jewelry for an instrumentalist
must be kept simple. The flashing
wiedly
At the Juiiliard School she dis of rings or bracelets will cause an
played such outstanding talent that audience to concentrate on bangles
the school loaned her a Ouadag- rather than Bach. Necklaces inter
ninl violin for her New York debut fere with violin position. It ls In
at the age of 18, declaring “the teresting to note that even her wed
student most worthy” to play the ding ring is not permitted to inter
instrument which once belonged to fere with her violin technique. She
Paul Kochanskl. She toured with wears her wedding ring on the right
the Ouadagnini, at Juilliard's re hand to leave her left completely
quest. until she was able to pur free for facile fingering.
On the street as on the stage
chase the Ouarnerius which is to
day her most treasured posse;rtou Miss Glenn has the charm of youth
Although now a source of great and vitality. It is. surprising to

EXPERTLY
REBUILT and ZLZCTRIFIED

SINGER
Sewing Machines { s }
YEAR
GUARAHTEE

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

CARRYING CASE
SPEED CONTROL
MOTOR —NEW WIRING
SEWING LIGHT

FILL CASH PRICE
NO EXTRVS
TO EL Y

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION
ANYWHERE IN MAINE
PORTLAND

wrt

SEW-VAC STORES
7 DEERING AVENUE — PORTLAND, MAINE
I woaU Uke * free home <trn>.in<tntion of a REBLILT and
ELEI TRntlED SINGER Surins Machine for only »39 .58.
NAME -----

ADDRESS
CITY '-----MY PHONE NO. IS

STATF

learn that she is only flve feet
three inches tall and weighs
around 106 pounds. Her formula
for supple slenderness is again
simple—she guarantees that violin
practice flve hours daily will take
inches off any waistline.
• • • •
In a letter from Donald Merriam
he speaks of some of the music he
; has had the good fortune to hear
j this winter—Don whites:
"My only recreation this winter
term has been attending quite a
number of recitals in Boston. In all,
I’ve heard six artists (or perform
ances) the last being not a person
but an opera, Boris Goldovsky's
production or Verdi's ‘Falstaff,’
which was a great success and fas
cinating to witness. Earlier I had
heard Paul Badura-3koda, the
Viennese pianist; Clifford Curzon
(pianist); Andres Segovia, guitar
ist; Jascha Heifetz and Jenny Tourel. That meant considerable shutt
ling back and forth between here
and Eoston on successive Sunday
afternoons, but it was well worth
it. Burl Ives did not come to An
dover; Richard Dyer-Bennett sub
stituted."
• • • •
Referring to Jenny Tourel who is
toe ay one of our foremost song:ngers, in the review of her recent
New York concert it says in part—
"For a Tourel program it was
rather unusual In its avoidance of
the modern wing of the repertoire.
But at the same time there was
nothing but good music present,
.he( usuaJ last-group fluff that too
many singers gargle at the end of
a recital was missing.” Don’t you
ove that—and how true lt 1st
Many will remember that Alfred
Wallenstein was for a long time
director of symphonic music over
Station WOR which gave many
memorable programs. He is now diector of the Los Angeles Philhar
monic Orchestra, where his work
s winning much commendation.
Rerently he was in Seattle to con
duct the Seattle Symphony, and
when he arrived there he was full
of talk about three things; Europe,
Dr. Albert Schweitzer and music.
He knows Europe intimately since
he has oeen there at least thirty
times. He venerates his friend, Dr.
Schweitzer, the kindly musician,
philosopher, theologist and doctor
of medicine, who is regarded by
the intellectuals as one of the
world's greatest living men—hy
some of the world's greatest. Wal
lenstein is full of stories about the
doctor and his work as medical
missionary with the natives in
French Equatorial Africa—in Lambarane.
Incidentally I am wondering If
any readers of this column have
heard Dr. Schweitzer's organ rec
ords which I recently reviewed
(from the New York Times.) made
in the summer of 1951? I have
hoped to hear them but the oppor
tunity. has not yet presented itself.
I sent the review from the New
York Times to Russell Young,
knowing his Interest in Schweitzer,
and he has written me that he was
in the group from Columbia who
made these i ecords that summer in
Gunsbach, Alsace. He said as the
review did that on the first hear
ing the music seems to “lumber"
but with each sucessive hearing
the wonder of the music—practi
cally all Bach—grows on one
And speaking of organs, I had
such a delightful letter from Mrs.
Clara Gregory who now makes her
home with her son, Carleton Oreg
ory, m West Barrington, R. I. Cla
ra enclosed the program of an or
gan recital by the celebrated or
ganist, composer and MGM record
ing artist, Richard Ellsasser, who
was presented in the Rhode Island
School of Design auditorium. Prov
idence, March 3, under the auspi
ces of The American Guild of Or
ganists. Rhode Island Chapter.
The program was an inspiring one,
embracing works by Vivaldi. Dandrieu, Karl Stamltz, Bach, Joseph
Clokey, Sigfrld Karg-Elert and a
"Concert Study in D Minor,” his
own composition. One of his num
bers which made a special appeal
was Improvisations on a Submit
ted Theme. In this instance the
theme was submitted by Frederick
Monks. The theme—no longer than
eight measures—was placed in a
sealed envelope and was not seen
beforehand by Mr. Ellsasser nor did
he have any indication of its na
ture until he was ready to impro
vise. It is said that the feat of Im
provising on a submitted theme is
becoming practically a lost art—
very few musicians practice it
publicly. Mr Ellsasser used for his
concert a Hammond Concert Mod
el Organ.
In speaking of the concert tn her
letter, Clara writes; “I could not
help thinking of you last night and
wishing you were with us to hear
Richard Ellsasser whose program
I am enclosing. Richard Ellsasser
is only 26 years old and does not
look 18. He ls very flne looking
with beautiful wavy hair. I be
lieve he is an ordained Methodist
minister. He said that he Is the
only one who has memorized two
hundred of Bach's compositions.
At times he played Uke lightning
with both hands and feet. I was
especially thrilled with Rondo In
G by John Bull. The only time he
looked at music was when he was
handed the sealed envelope with
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Monday Holidays

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

Should Be Good For Business
—It Is a Nation-wide
Plan

John M. Richardson

According to the Maine Pub
licity Bureau, the Monday Holiday
Bill, currently before the Maine ’
Legislature, is in effect the same
bill that either has been or will be !
introduced in each of the 48
States.
In the bills now pending, the
four holidays which would be
changed to permit observance on
Mondays are; Presidents’ Day
(third Monday ln February); Me
morial Day (last Monday ln May);
Independence Day (first Monday
in July); and Thanksgiving Day
(fourth Monday in November).
These holidays together with La
bor Day would assure five long
weekends each year, well distribut
ed throughout the calendar year.
James L. Bossemeyer, executive
vice president of the National
Association of Travel Officials,
states, "The enactment of this leg
islation will bring very definite

Who Has Any Dope on “Bar Harbor”?

Above appears today's problem steamer. The a ward is a $10 cash prize for the letter containing the
most accurate information about this handsome side w heeler. Send all answers to the "Steamboat Editor”
care The Courier-Gazette. Do not phone, please write.

I have many articles in mind
that I want to write about in the
future concerning the larger steam
ers of the Eastern Steamship
Lines. I have written most of my
articles heretofore about the small
Penobscot Bay steamers and their
personnel and before I leave the
Rockland Area I want to pay tri
bute to a few who held positions
that were out of the public eye but
were very important ln the suc
cessful operation of that great
central Terminal on the Maine
coast. Also a word in behalf of the
city of Rockland Itself. Few people
ever seriously realized, what a great
central depot Rockland was in the
hey day of the Eastern. It was like
the legs of a spider reaching out
in all directions. There ls not an
other port on the Maine Coast that
could have handled this great net
work of water borne traffic at a
profit, ln fact there Is no other port
that could have dispatched these
steamers over
their respective
routes and made the convenient
connections that Rockland had to
offer by rail or water. Rockland
was to Maine what the air ports
are to New York City. A great cen
tral to all points, east and west.
Rockland in those days was a
city rich in resources, with it’s lime
kilns, Cobb Butler Ship Yards, it’s
factories. It’s fisheries and there
was and is now no place on earth
where merchants are so considerate
of the customers well being, ln my
younger days before steamboating
took me over body and soul I trav
eled all over the, world and was
away
from our beloved country
seven years and Copenhagen is the
only port' that I have not visited.
The United States ls my country.
Maine is my birthplace and Rock
land is my favorite city. I always
felt when I was in Rockland that
I enjoyed all the cenveniences of
a great city, still lt had the hum
bleness of the rural town. Situated

where It is, Venice cannot surpass
it’s beautiful setting. Owl’s Head
is it’s gate post on the left as you
enter; it's background is made up
of rich soil of the rolling hilis of
thriving farms that reach to it’s
gate post on the right. The lovely
mountains that are the background
for Camden. Where else on earth
can you find more that signifies a
real land of democracy? Rockland
has always been great. She has al
ways been blessed and is today with
clean government. Again I say
Rcckland is my favorite city and I
musn't forget to mention the won
derful times I used to have in the
old Arcade Skating Rink.
During the great activity on Till
son’s Wharf during Steamboat days
you saw four men dressed in over
alls. They wore a cap with a gold
stripe, and a pencil over their ears,

the theme In it. One of his encores
was a favorite of mine—'Danny
Boy’ or Londonderry Air. If you
ever get a chance to hear him, be
sure to do so."
Since Carleton Gregory is so well
remembered here ln his native
town, I am certain many will be
interested to knew that he has JSj
moved from Connecticut to West
Barrington which is a beautiful
place only seven miles from Provt- !
dence. He Is teaching full time at
the Bible School and going to
Brown University for his Master's
degree. He preaches somewhere
nearly every Sunday. His mother
remarks ln her letter “Carleton Is I
busy most of the time.” I am sure
we can well believe this statement
from the foregoing information.
The School gives manj’ flne reel- (
tals and on March 31 “The Mes
siah” will be presented. In one of
the recent student recitals, one of
the singers was a young blind man
who came on to the stage with his
seeing-eye dog. The school has a
very exceliant cappella choir.

And again speaking of organs—
Jeanne Demassieux, the brilliant
French organist, ls to be presented
in concert in Symphony Hall, Bos
ton, or. March 23 at 8.30 p. m. She
Is Organist Eglise du Saint-Esprit,
Paris. Prof, of Organ and Improvi
sation, Royal Conservatory, Liege.
This is her first American tour, and
she is being presented in Boston
under the auspices of the Boston
Chapter. American Oulld of Or
ganists.
We know one organist who will
be there—Harris Stackpole Shaw?
Yes?

TIRES

Tele Vision
“Service after the sale" Is our
slogan and has been since “B'.oadcasttng Began." Experience and
technical knowledge combined with
proper, latest Instruments Insure
our customers TV satisfaction.
House-Sherman, Inc., Main 8t.,
Rockland.
Adv.
1
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£ EFFECTIVE SATURDAY,
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JRound Top DairyJ A

J Will Be Located At lts£
J New Place of Business $
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9 NO. MAIN ST.

TEL. 622

$
?
31-32?

SPRING SALE
OVER 125 USED CARS & TRUCKS
These Include Some of the Finest Cars Around
JUST LOOK AT THESE PRICES
1952 DODGE
Coronet Club Coupe

1952 PLYMOUTH
Cranbrook Sedan

1951 DESOTO
Custom Sedan

Radio—Heater
Gyro-Matic Trans.

Radio—Heater
Extra Clean

Radio—Heater.
Tip-Toe
Hydraulic Shift with Fluid Drive

$1995.00

$1695.00

$1875.00

1951 PLYMOUTH
Club Coupe

1951 DODGE
2 Door Sedan

1951 FORD
Deluxe 2 Door Sedan

Low Mileage
Low Price—ONLY

New Seat Covers
Air Conditioned Heater

Black with Heater
Good Paint

$1495.00

$1495.00

$1195.00

1949 DODGE
1-2 Ton Pickup

1950 DODGE
1-2 Ton Panel

1948 G. M. C.
3-4 Ton Pickup

Good Running Condition
ALSO 4 OTHERS

New Paint—Green
Nice Motor - Oood Tires

$395.00

$595.00

Deluxe Cab.

Radio & Heater
Black

$795.00

Remember Payments To Meet Your Purse |„
YOU’VE SEEN THE PRICES
NOW SEE THE CARS AT

HAROLD C. RALPH

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About

good/Vear

they were
sometimes trucking
freight, piling freight, or just
checking as the horse teams were
unloaded. I refer to the old time
freight clerks, such as Walter
Weeks, Frank Thompson, John
Thompson and Billie Fifleld. These
men were hardly noticed by the
rank and file of passengers and
daily visitors. They were often
cussed by truckmen from the
steamers, but they were the men,
who dispatched all the merchants
freight to the steamers, and the
steamers freight to the merchants.
The Eastern could never have op
erated at this point without them,
they are entitled to a prominent
place ln Steamboat Lore. They
were always on the Job rain or
shine, to catch the lines when the
Boston boat arrived ln the early
hours of the morning; they were

on the bulkhead of the wharf with
outstretched arms to catch the
lines of every boat that arrived
during the day. Freight clerks, they
were a part of the Eastern, Steam
boat Lore would not be complete
without them.
There ls one man who was as
much a part of the Eastern as the
Juliette. I refer to Charles Thomp
son, a great friend of Bennie Dun
ton a friend and a shipmate of
mine. I shipped with Charles and
Sam Cole on the Penobscot In the
early days and I remember well one
incident tliat stands out fo-emost
in my mind. Joe Brown who was
mate of the Penobscot at that time
on the Bangor line, ordered Charles
and I to put ladders over the side
from the freight deck gangways
between Fort Point and Bucksport.
We walked on the ice with one
hand on the ladder and a hammer
in the other hand and we Jumped
in to drive on the copper sheathing
on her bottom as she ripped lt off
making her way through the ice to
Bucksport.

benefits to every individual in the
country."
Considerable support in favor
of adopiton by the Maine Legisla
ture has been evidence by retail
merchants, wholesalers, manufac
turers and Industrialists, and those
catering to the vacation-travel
business. In addition to the ob
vious advantages to the worker of
longer vacation periods, the plan
would result in a more stable pro
duction program for all forms of
business and industry.
In a survey prepared by the Pub
licity Bureau covering the two
recent years where Memorial Day
and Independence Day fell on a
Monday ln one Instance and Wedesday the other, the Influx of Me
morial Day traffic entering Maiiie
was 49% greater on the four-day
Friday to Monday, holiday as comparen to the four-day, Sunday to
Wednesday, holiday period. Com
parative figures for the same two
Independence Day periods show a
28% increase.
In the event of favorable action
by the current Maine Legislature
on this bill, the law would go Into
effect by proclamation of the Oov
ernor as soon as it Is approved by
two-thirds of the States in the
country.
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WALDOBORO, MAINE
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